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Abstract 

The Holuhraun eruption (2014-2015) emitted about 9.6 Tg of SO2 into the troposphere, 

causing repeated pollution events in Iceland. The performance of the CALPUFF dispersal 

model was evaluated by comparing simulated SO2 concentrations to observations from 

monitoring stations in Iceland, using the ECMWF Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 

data. The model sensitivity to spatial and temporal resolution of meteorological parameters 

was assessed by using also the HARMONIE high-resolution model. The volcanic plume was 

described by two emission sources, low-level and higher-level sources, representing the 

emission from the lava and the volcanic plume and their contribution to the SO2 

concentration was assessed. The overall impact on the air quality was also examined. The 

low-level source was found responsible for pollution events in the nearfield while the higher-

level source was responsible for the widespread distribution of SO2. The simulated pollution 

events showed, in general, too short duration and uncertainty of arrival time of about 4 hours. 

Using meteorological data with higher resolution did not improve the performance and 

severe under- or overestimations became more frequent. Using ECMWF NWP data and 

nine-hour running mean concentration showed the best results, and the quality of the 

CALPUFF model was found acceptable at most monitoring stations. The impact on air 

quality was significant during the eruption especially to the north and east of the eruption 

site. From the results, it can be concluded that the CALPUFF model is suitable for use in an 

eruption crisis such as the Holuhraun eruption. It provides vital information to the public and 

authorities where a dangerous concentration of SO2 can be expected and thus promotes 

appropriate actions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Útdráttur 

Frá Holuhraunsgosinu (2014-2015) bárust um 9.6 Tg af SO2 upp í veðrahvolfið og fylgdi 

því mikil loftmengun á Íslandi. Gæði CALPUFF dreifilíkansins var metin með því að bera 

saman reiknaðan styrk SO2 við mælingar sem gerðar voru á Íslandi, en notuð voru veðurgögn 

frá Evrópsku reiknimiðstöðinni ECMWF við útreikningana. Áhrif þess að nota veðurgögn 

með hærri upplausn voru metin með því að nota einnig háupplausnarlíkanið HARMONIE. 

Gosmökkurinn var hermdur í líkaninu með því að nota tvær mengunaruppsprettur, lægri og 

hærri, eða framlag mengunar frá hrauninu og gosmekkinum. og var framlag þeirra borið 

saman við mældan styrk SO2. Heildaráhrif eldgossins á loftgæði á Íslandi voru einnig metin. 

Megin niðurstöður sýna að mengun nálægt eldsupptökunum var tilkominn vegna lægri 

uppsprettunnar, en hærri uppsprettan stuðlaði að mengun fjærri upptökunum. Reiknaðir 

mengunar atburðir stóðu að meðaltali yfir í of skamman tíma miðað við mælda atburði og 

var óvissa í komutíma um fjórar klukkustundir. Notkun veðurgagna með hærri upplausn 

bætti ekki árangur dreifilíkansins og var oftar mikið ofmat eða vanmat á styrkleika SO2. 

Líkanið sýndi bestan árangur þegar ECMWF veðurgögn og níu klukkustunda hlaupandi 

meðaltalsstyrkur var notaður í útreikningunum og reyndust þá gæði CALPUFF líkansins 

ásættanlegt á flestum athugunarstöðvum. Áhrif mengunarinnar á loftgæði voru mikil á 

meðan gosinu stóð, sérstaklega norðan og austan við gosstöðvarnar. Af niðurstöðunum má 

draga þá ályktun að CALPUFF líkanið sé hentugt til notkunar í sambærilegum eldgosum. 

Það veitir almenningi og yfirvöldum mikilvægar upplýsingar um hvar megi búast má við 

hættulegum styrk af SO2 og stuðlar þar með að því að viðeigandi ráðstafanir séu gerðar.  
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1 Introduction 

Eruptions are frequent and diverse in Iceland, with over 200 identified events during the last 

11 centuries (Thordarson & Larsen, 2007).  Volcanic crises are thus well known in Iceland, 

e.g. eruptions in Laki (1783–1784), Eyjafjallajökull (2010), and Holuhraun (2014-2015), 

and therefore it is crucial to design actions to mitigate the impact and promote public safety 

(Barsotti et al., 2020).  The Holuhraun eruption lasted 6 months, emitting about 9.6 Tg of 

sulphur dioxide (SO2) into the troposphere causing repeated sulphate pollution events in 

Iceland (Barsotti et al., 2020; Ilyinskaya et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2018), which led to 

increased health problems in Iceland (Barsotti et al., 2020; Carlsen et al., 2017) and great 

impact on the air quality, especially in north and east part of Iceland (Gíslason et al., 2015). 

The eruption in Holuhraun was monitored in real-time with ground-based equipment’s, 

surveillance flights, and satellites in very harsh conditions, giving estimation of the SO2 flux 

and the plume height (Pfeffer et al., 2018). During the Holuhraun eruption the Icelandic 

Meteorological Office (IMO) issued a SO2 dispersal forecast, based on observations from 

the monitoring system and a dispersal simulations from the CALPUFF dispersal model 

(Barsotti et al., 2020). The CALPUFF modelling system (Scire et al., 2011) was initialized 

with meteorological parameters from the European Centre Meteorological Weather Forecast 

(ECMWF) and the estimated SO2 fluxes (Barsotti et al., 2020; Gíslason et al., 2015). The 

CALPUFF dispersal forecast that was issued during the eruption was atypical due to the 

magnitude of the SO2 flux, the complex terrain and varied weather conditions.  The 

CALPUFF modelling system was used in Iceland prior to the eruption, concerning an 

environmental assessment connected to construction of two aluminium smelters (Earth 

Tech, 2006; TRC, 2010). Many performance evaluations of the CALPUFF model have been 

conducted regarding e.g. anthropogenic pollution (Huang et al., 2019) and field experiments 

(EPA, 1998, 2012; Rood, 2014). No performance evaluation has been made on dispersal 

model for scenarios like the eruption in Holuhraun, and the overall goal of this study is to 

address this gap and rerun the Holuhraun SO2 dispersal, analyse the performance of the 

CALPUFF model and find main advantages and limitation of the dispersal model. It is vital 

to use a reliable SO2 dispersion forecast during eruption crises and to be informed and aware 

of the model’s limitations and caveats to minimize the consequences of a volcanic gas 

pollution and to assist the authorities to respond with appropriate actions and mitigation 

measures.  

1.1 Objectives 

This study aims to investigate the distribution of SO2 in Iceland during the eruption in 

Holuhraun 2014-2015 as simulated by using the CALPUFF dispersal model and to evaluate 

the model performance by comparing the simulation to observations of SO2 concentration at 

the surface that were measured at monitoring stations in Iceland during the eruption. This 

has been done by:  

• Quantifying some performance indicators for different datasets (hourly, 9-hour 

running and daily) of forecasted and measured values.  
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• Reviewing the way to describe the volcanic plume emplaced during Holuhraun by 

considering two main sources of SO2. 

• Investigating the sensitivity of the dispersal model forecast to the spatial resolution 

of the meteorological data. 

• Quantifying the contribution of the two sources of SO2 to the ground concentrations. 

1.2 Outline of the study 

The circumstances of the eruption in Holuhraun are summarized, the gas emission and the 

monitoring methods used during the eruption. The problematic about air pollution due to the 

emitted volcanic SO2 is also introduced with a special attention to its effect on human health. 

A section is dedicated to the main use and features of the CALPUFF air quality model. 

Model simulations and performance evaluations are made for the period 1st of September 

2014 to the 31st of January 2015, during which the eruption was constantly active. The 

meteorological data input is from the ECMWF Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP), but 

reruns are made for December 2014 using the data from the high-resolution model 

HARMONIE, to analyse the impact on model performance of meteorological data with 

higher resolution in time and space. The performance evaluation is made by comparing the 

predicted concentration of SO2 (Cp) to observed concentration of SO2 (Co) at selected 

monitoring stations in Iceland. The results were analysed and finally conclusions are drawn. 

The conversion of SO2 to SO4 in the atmosphere was not considered and investigated in this 

study.   
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2 Background  

Volcanic crises are challenging and it is important to have up-to-date hazard assessment 

tools and a comprehensive knowledge about past events, to promote public safety and design 

propriate actions (Barsotti et al., 2020; Pallister et al., 2019). Here, the volcanic crisis of the 

Holuhraun eruption 2014-2015 is summarized, the geological settings, and the severe gas 

emission that lead to frequent air pollution events in Iceland during the eruption. Also, the 

air quality model CALPUFF is introduced. 

2.1 The Holuhraun eruption in Iceland 

The Bárðarbunga-Veiðivötn volcanic system is the largest volcanic system in Iceland 

consisting of a 190 km long mature fissure swarm on the eastern volcanic zone. It has two 

central volcanoes, Bárðarbunga and Hamarinn, situated above a mantle plume (Larsen et al., 

2015; Thordarson & Larsen, 2007). The Bárðarbunga-Veiðivötn volcanic system partly lies 

underneath the northwest part of Vatnajökull ice cap where the sub-glacial central volcano 

Bárðarbunga, characterized by a 65 km2 ice-filled caldera, is situated (Thordarson & 

Höskuldsson, 2008; Thordarson & Larsen, 2007). The interconnected fissure swarm extends 

55 km to the north-northeast from the Bárðarbunga caldera and 115 km to the southwest 

from the caldera (Sigmundsson et al., 2015). The Grímsvötn volcanic system is the most 

active system in Iceland during historic time, 870-2005 AD, with at least 70 eruptions, but 

the Bárðarbunga-Veiðivötn is the second most active system with 23 verified eruptions 

(Thordarson & Larsen, 2007). Majority of the eruptions on the Bárðarbunga-Veiðivötn 

system are sub-glacial eruptions from or near the Bárðarbunga caldera producing basaltic 

tephra, but a minority of the eruptions occur on the fissure, under ice-free condition, 

producing basaltic fissure eruptions (Thordarson & Larsen, 2007).  

The 2014-2015 Holuhraun eruption took place on the northernmost part of the Bárðarbunga-

Veiðivötn volcanic system on an ice-free flood plain around 10 km north of Dyngjujökull 

glacier, which is an outlet glacier of Vatnajökull (Figure 2-1) (Barsotti et al., 2020; Pedersen 

et al., 2017; Sigmundsson et al., 2015). Prior to the eruption, over 45 km long segmented 

dyke intrusion propagated from the Bárðarbunga central volcano to the northeast with lateral 

movement of the magma (Coppola et al., 2017; Gudmundsson et al., 2016; Pfeffer et al., 

2018; Sigmundsson et al., 2015). The dyke propagation took place over a period of around 

14 days and at that point, the intrusion slowed down resulting in a minor effusive fissure 

eruption, that lasted only 4 hours, on the 29th of August 2014 (Barsotti et al., 2020; 

Sigmundsson et al., 2015). The location of the eruption was on an older lava field, 

Holuhraun, that erupted in 1797 and again in 1862-1864 (Hartley & Thordarson, 2013; 

Schmidt et al., 2015). Two days later the largest effusive eruption in Iceland since the Laki 

eruption in 1783-1784 started at the same location and lasted for 6 months, from 31st of 

August 2014 until the 27th of February 2015 (Barsotti et al., 2020; Pedersen et al., 2017; 

Pfeffer et al., 2018). The eruption took place along a 1.5 km long fissure at first, but around 

two weeks later the activity was limited to four craters (Schmidt et al., 2015). The lava field 

that was formed during the eruption covered ~84 km2 and the estimated volume of the lava 

field is 1.4-1.6 km3 (Gíslason et al., 2015; Pedersen et al., 2017). According to Pedersen et 

al. (2017), the evolution of the lava flow can be divided into three phases. The first phase, 

that lasted until mid-October, was characterized by channel-fed lava transport and had the 
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greatest discharge rate of the magma (~100-350 m3/s). The second phase took place from 

mid-October until the end of November with a decreasing discharge rate (~50-100 m3/s) and 

was characterized by lava ponding. The third phase lasted until the end of the eruption with 

declining discharge rate (less than 50 m3/s). The average magma discharge rate during the 

whole eruption was 90-100 m3/s (Gíslason et al., 2015; Pedersen et al., 2017).  

2.2 SO2 emission from the Holuhraun eruption 

The Holuhraun eruption emitted large amounts of volcanic gases but there was insignificant 

tephra production. Different parameters of the volcanic plume were monitored during the 

eruption, including the daily emission rate of SO2, the plume height, the dispersal of the 

plume from the eruption site, and the concentration of SO2 around Iceland (Figure 2-1)  

(Barsotti et al., 2020; Pfeffer et al., 2018).  

 

The daily emission rate was monitored by ground-based instruments on-site, mainly from a 

Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometry (DOAS) that was modified to better withstand 

bad winter climate and low ultra-violet radiation (Pfeffer et al., 2018). Monitoring the 

eruption, acquiring measurements of the volcanic cloud and maintaining the monitoring 

instruments was challenging due to the remote location of the eruption site, difficult weather 

conditions, short daylight time during the winter season and other factors. Due to this, there 

are temporal gaps in the data, especially during the darkest months, December 2014 and 

Figure 2-1 Location of the Holuhraun lava field and monitoring methods of the eruption. 

(Pfeffer et al., 2018) 
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January 2015 (Figure 2-3) (Pfeffer et al., 2018). During the first month of the eruption, the 

daily average SO2 emission was estimated 1000 kg/s and according to Pfeffer et al. (2018), 

the total emission of SO2 during the eruption was ~9.6 Mt SO2 with an average emission rate 

of ~610 kg/s; uncertainty estimated -50% to +30%.    

 

Basaltic eruptions have a high sulphur content and degas at the vent due to gas release from 

ascending volatiles in the erupting magma and outgassing from the lava field. This leads to 

volcanic plume rising from the vent and a low-level volcanic cloud (Simmons et al., 2017; 

Thordarson et al., 1996). The estimate of degassing of SO2 during the eruption in Laki (1783-

1784) was 122 Mt, with ~80% of the release coming from the plume at the vents, ~10% from 

the lava during lava transport and ~10% from the lava after lava emplacement (Thordarson 

et al., 1996). The two-types of degassing were seen during Holuhraun (Figure 2-2), where 

the main degassing occurs in the eruption plume but a smaller part is degassing from the lava 

field developing low-level haze.  

Figure 2-3 Daily average SO2 emission from the Holuhraun eruption in kg/s (black dots) and 

the estimated error of each measurement (gray error bar); data from Pfeffer et al. (2018).  

Figure 2-2 Two-types of SO2 degassing during Holuhraun eruption, inertial ascent at the 

went due to volatiles in the magma and outgassing from the lava field resulting in a low-

level haze. Adapted from Simmons et al. (2017). The photo was taken the 19th of September 

2014 by H. Arngrímsson (2014). 
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Observations of the plume height were mainly made by using web cameras, NICAIR 

infrared cameras, DOAS scans, and observations made by observers on-site and from aircraft 

(Figure 2-4). The daily average plume height was highest at the beginning of the eruption 

reaching over 4 km height, but otherwise varied between 1 to 3 km above ground, often with 

a maximum in the afternoon indicating unstable air mass (Pfeffer et al., 2018). The volcanic 

plume was occasionally detected on nearby weather radars, especially during unstable 

weather conditions when a convective cloud formed over the lava field due to thermal 

convection and the volcanic plume was mixed with the water vapor. The plume was on the 

other hand often obscured by passing weather systems (Pfeffer et al., 2018).  

 

 

2.3 Air pollution  

Gases are always present in the atmosphere, small particles that can both be solid or liquefied 

and from either natural or anthropogenic source.  Atmospheric particulate matter, solid 

aerosols, are often not visible unless in high quantity and are generally divided into three 

categories according to size, PM10, PM2.5 and UP (Ultrafine Particles) (Botkin & Keller, 

1998). The PM2.5 pollution is small enough to penetrate deep into the lungs and consist 

mainly of sulphate, carbon, or nitrate compounds (World Bank & IHME, 2016).  Particulates 

from natural origin can be from e.g. eruptions, forest fires, dust storms or from geothermal 

regions, whereas emissions with anthropogenic origin are mostly from industry, cars or 

tobacco smoke (Botkin & Keller, 1998). The particulates have a very different effect on 

human health and each substance has their critical limit for when they become dangerous. 

For simplification and to help the public to monitor the air quality and follow recommended 

actions, many nations use the Air Quality Index (AQI) which was defined by the United 

States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The index is divided into six categories, 

focusing on the impact on health where each category is represented with a distinct colour. 

The concentration thresholds vary between pollutants and between countries (Umhverfis- og 

auðlindaráðuneyti, 2016). Air pollution in Reykjavik is mostly from anthropogenic origins, 

and the European Environment Agency (2017) estimated that approximately 83 died in 

Iceland in the year 2014 due to air pollution.  In the report from 2015, the estimated value 

was 102 deaths in the year 2012. Lung disease, cancer or cardiovascular diseases are 

examples of diseases derived from pollution. Air pollution is a global problem and is the 

fourth leading risk factor for premature death. The cost in lost labour income for the global 

economy was estimated 225 billion $ in the year 2013, with 5.5 million premature deaths, 

where young children and elderly people were most affected (World Bank & IHME, 2016).    

Figure 2-4 Daily average plume height during the eruption (black dots), daily min and max 

top of the volcanic cloud when available (grey bars). Data from Pfeffer et al. (2018). 
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2.3.1 Sulphur dioxide (SO2)  

The pollutant SO2 is an irritant gas that is colourless but has a pungent odour. As SO2 moves 

in the air from the source it can be converted to other sulphur compounds. In the presence of 

water, SO2 dissolves easily and can form sulfuric acid (H2SO4) (ATSDR, 1998). Exposure 

of SO2 is usually by inhalation, absorbed through the lungs where it enters the bloodstream. 

Exposure can also be by skin or eye contact with the pollutant. High levels of SO2 can be 

life-threatening even in case of short-time exposure. Breathing difficulties, nose and throat 

burning, or severe airway obstruction can be expected (ATSDR, 1998). Exposure of SO2 

concentration at lower levels (0.25-0.5 ppm) or long exposure of low levels of SO2 also 

affects the health causing respiratory symptoms with increased risk in cold or dry air 

(ATSDR, 1998). Sensitive individuals, children, older people and people with underlying 

respiratory diseases, tolerate less exposure of SO2 and likely to be diagnosed with more 

severe health symptoms. Children often play or exercise outside in polluted air and studies 

indicate that children that have been exposed to SO2 pollution can develop respiratory 

problems (ATSDR, 1998).  

During the Holuhraun eruption, the concentration of SO2 in the air was measured at several 

stations scattered throughout Iceland, at both fixed and temporary locations.  The number of 

real-time air-quality stations at fixed locations was increased during the eruption from 11 to 

21, installed mainly in populated areas around the country, producing hourly mean values of 

pollutants (Pfeffer et al., 2018). The Environment Agency in Iceland issued an AQI, a 

reference table for SO2 concentration in the air (Table 2-1) adapted to the one published by 

the Hawaiian Health center (Barsotti et al., 2020).  

Table 2-1 Air Quality Index for concentration of SO2 in the atmosphere in connection with 

Holuhraun eruption 2014 (The Environment Agency of Iceland, 2019). 
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The AQI uses internationally recognised colours and contains recommended actions for both 

healthy individuals and sensitive groups. The health limit for a one-hour concentration of 

SO2 in Iceland is 350 g/m3, a threshold below which no health effects are expected in 

healthy individuals. Annually the concentration of SO2 should not exceed the health limits 

for more than 24 hours in total. The health limit for mean daily value, 24-hour average 

concentration of SO2, is 125 µg/m³ and should not occur more than 3 days annually (The 

Environment Agency of Iceland, 2019). The concentration of SO2 exceeded the health limit 

frequently during the Holuhraun eruption with the highest measured value of 3050 µg/m³ in 

Höfn in southeast Iceland (Figure 2-1) on the 11th of January 2015.  The hand-held mobile 

monitors (Barsotti et al., 2020) measured instantaneous peaks that reached much higher 

values with the highest value also at Höfn, 21 000 µg/m³ on the 26th of October 2014.  Prior 

to the eruption, the concentration of SO2 had never exceeded the health limit at the 11 

monitoring stations (Gíslason et al., 2015).  According to Ilyinskaya et al. (2017), two types 

of plume affected the air quality during the eruption, a primitive plume with high 

concentration of SO2 and a mature plume where the sulphur had transformed from gas to 

aerosol.  

2.4 Air quality modelling 

Monitoring and forecasting air pollution is an important action to reduce health risks and to 

prevent premature deaths due to exposure to polluted air (Conti et al., 2017). An air quality 

model provides coherent information about possible air pollution within its domain and gives 

important information on the concentration, which can be harmful to health and the 

environment, in time and place. A dispersion model can be useful in making environmental 

impact assessment of a proposed industrial structure, preparing risk management and 

analysing the effects of mitigation measures taken (Chang & Hanna, 2004; Conti et al., 

2017). The outcome of the dispersion model can, therefore, affect the economy and have a 

significant impact on actions intended to protect the health and the environment. It is thus 

very important that the models are properly evaluated before they are applied (Chang & 

Hanna, 2004). The CALPUFF modelling system was used to assess the impacts of emissions 

from two aluminium plants in Iceland, in Reyðarfjörður and Húsavík and estimated 

concentration compared to air quality standards and regulations (Earth Tech, 2006; TRC, 

2010).   

Air quality forecast was generated by the IMO during the eruption using the CALPUFF 

modelling system.  Distribution simulations and measurements were used by the Icelandic 

Civil Protection and the Emergency Management throughout the whole eruption period to 

give out warnings and alert the public of predicted or observed unhealthy concentration of 

SO2 with recommended actions according to the AQI (Barsotti et al., 2020; Pfeffer et al., 

2018). The CALPUFF air quality model was calibrated using ground-level measurements of 

SO2 and estimation of the emission rates at the eruption site during the eruption. The impact 

on the environment was great with extensive SO2 pollution across Iceland. The frequency of 

forecasted hourly concentration that was exceeding the health limits (Figure 2-5) was highest 

to the north and east of the eruption site (Gíslason et al., 2015).      
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2.5 The CALPUFF modelling system 

The CALPUFF modelling system is a non-steady-state air quality modelling system that was 

originally developed by the Sigma Research Corporation which later became part of the 

Earth Tech Inc. The CALPUFF modelling system was developed to treat multiple objectives 

in a single framework, to model short- and long-range dispersion from variable sources, have 

skills to deal with complex terrain, wet and dry deposition and other factors  (Scire et al., 

2000).  The modelling system consists of three main models, CALPUFF, CALMET, and 

CALPOST, and in addition, many pre-processing programs have been developed to act as 

an interface between the model and other standard datasets (Scire et al., 2011). In this study, 

the CALPUFF and CALMET models are used as well as pre-processing program CALETA 

(Table 2-2).   

Table 2-2 The CALPUFF modelling system used in this study (Scire et al., 2011). 

Model Description 

CALETA A pre-processor. Extracts prognostic meteorological parameters from 

standard NWP data. 

CALMET A three-dimensional meteorological model. 

CALPUFF  A non-steady state Gaussian dispersion puff model. 

Figure 2-5 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit (350 g/m3). 

The dispersion was modelled during the eruption using the CALPUFF air quality modelling 

system (Gíslason et al., 2015). 
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2.5.1 CALETA 

The pre-processing program CALETA is a processor that converts standard Numerical 

Weather Prediction (NWP) data into a three-dimensional data file (3D.DAT) that the 

CALMET model can read and process. CALETA is designed to extract and interpret 

meteorological data from the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF), the National 

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the North American Mesoscale model 

(NAM) (Scire et al., 2011). The outputs from the NWP models are in a GRIB file, a highly 

compressed binary format, well suited to store weather data. The GRIB files contain both 2-

D and 3-D gridded fields for multiple meteorological parameters at different vertical levels. 

The output file from CALETA serves as an initial condition for the prognostic process of 

the CALMET model, where the gridded wind field and other parameters are used as the 

initial guess field (Scire et al., 2000).  

2.5.2 CALMET 

CALMET is a meteorological model consisting of a diagnostic wind field module and a 

boundary layer module that simulates meteorological parameters on a given domain with 

hourly time steps. The output file from the pre-processing program CALETA, containing 

the NWP data, provides all meteorological parameters needed for the CALMET model to 

run the meteorological simulations. The CALMET model also requires geophysical data, 

e.g. the elevation and land use type at each grid point (Scire et al., 2000). The CALMET 

diagnostic wind field generator computes the final wind field in two main steps, with the 

option of using a prognostic weather model as a part of the simulation. The NWP model can 

be introduced into CALMET in three different processes in the module, as a replacement for 

the Initial Guess Field (A), a replacement for the computed Step 1 wind field or to be treated 

as observations in the second step of the generator within the objective analysis procedure, 

(C) (Figure 2-6) (Scire et al., 

2000).  The wind field 

adjustments are made to 

counteract the terrain effect on 

the wind field e.g. kinematic 

effect of terrain, slope flow, and 

blocking effects. The slope flow 

depends on the local gradients of 

the terrain and the local surface 

sensible heat flux, adding wind 

adjustment to the initial guess 

field in terms of the terrain slope, 

a downslope movement during 

the night but upslope movement 

during the day (Scire et al., 

2000). The blocking effect is 

parameterized by Froude number 

adjustment, if the local Froude 

number is below a critical value 

the wind is unable to flow over 

the terrain and the wind direction 

is adjusted to be tangent to the 

Figure 2-6 A flow diagram of the diagnostic wind model 

in CALMET. Wind parameters from ECMWF or 

HARMONIE NWP are used to attain the final wind field. 

Introduced as the initial guess field (A), as the Step 1. 

Wind field (B) or as observations (C) (Scire et al., 2000) 
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terrain. A divergence minimizations adjustments and Lambert Conformal Conic projection 

(LCC) are also made at this stage (Scire et al., 2000). If the NWP data is used as the Step 1 

wind field (pathway B) the wind field from the NWP data is interpolated to the fine 

CALMET grid without making wind adjustments. In the second step of the wind module, 

the Step 1 wind field is adapted to available observations through an objective analysis 

procedure, where a weighted influence of the observational data is made on the Step 1 wind 

field (Scire et al., 2000).   

The boundary layer module of CALMET consists of two micrometeorological models, one 

for overland grid cells and one for overwater grid cells, but different methods apply over 

land than over water. The boundary layer models run algorithms and put forth gridded fields 

of meteorological parameters e.g. air temperature, precipitation rate, mixing height, surface 

friction velocity, and convective velocity scale (Scire et al., 2000).  The CALMET model 

requires also geophysical data and e.g. the elevation, land use type at each grid point and the 

surface roughness lengths. The result of the CALMET model is found in its output file 

CALMET.DAT which contains both the meteorological data and the geophysical data (Scire 

et al., 2000). 

2.5.3 CALPUFF 

CALPUFF is a non-steady state, multi-layered Gaussian puff dispersion model that 

simulates transportation, removal, and transformation of pollutants in complex terrain using 

the three-dimensional meteorological fields and the gridded geophysical field that are 

generated by the CALMET model (Scire et al., 2011). The main algorithms and options of 

the CALPUFF model are dry and wet deposition, chemical transformation, complex terrain 

module, wind shear, and surface interaction effects and an option of dispersion coefficients 

(Scire et al., 2011). Major features of the algorithms have user-defined options which are 

defined in the CALPUFF control file as well as a definition of the pollutant source. The 

distribution model produces an hourly predicted concentrations field and the plume height 

(Figure 2-7) (Scire et al., 2011).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-7 A flow diagram of the CALPUFF model (Scire et al., 2011).  
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3 Methodology 

To evaluate the performance of the CALPUFF run the predicted concentration of SO2 (Cp) 

is compared to observed concentration of SO2 (Co) at the selected monitoring stations. The 

data used in the study are reviewed here, the meteorological data from ECMWF and 

HARMONIE NWP models, and the observations from the monitoring stations. Domains and 

resolution of the models are also summarized. The methods used are reviewed as well as the 

model settings. All statistical computing and creations of graphs were made using the R 

environment and Rstudio (R Core Team, 2018). The main packages used within R where 

ggplot2, zoo, dplyr, reshape2, vivedur, sp, scales, raster, and ggmap. 

3.1 Meteorological data  

3.1.1 ECMWF NWP model 

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, (ECMWF), is an 

intergovernmental organization, established in 1975, and is currently supported by 34 states. 

ECMWF produces global numerical weather predictions on operational service. HRES is a 

High-Resolution Forecast, a hydrostatic atmospheric model using a single prediction with a 

current horizontal resolution of approximately 9 km and vertical resolution of 137 layers up 

to 0.01 hPa. This is ECMWF’s highest resolution model with a medium range of 10-days or 

240 hours and is based on a set of basic, diagnostic and prognostic equations as well as other 

equations and models that provide information about processes within the atmosphere. The 

forecast is produced four times daily based on the 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC data set (ECMWF, 

2019a). The orography used in the ECMWF HRES model is derived from detailed 1 km 

resolution orographic data set containing the average elevation above mean sea level in each 

point, the vegetation type and coverage, and the fraction of land (Owens & Hewson, 2018). 

The elevation data is then upscaled to a 5 km resolution grid by smoothing and the mean 

elevation in each grid box in the HRES – model is calculated. Other parameters describing 

the orography are also computed by subtracting the model orography at 9 km resolution from 

the calculated 5 km orography and then the standard deviation for each grid box, slope 

orientation and anisotropy is calculated (Owens & Hewson, 2018).   

The Earth’s surface applies a drag on the airflow in the atmosphere that must be 

parameterized in global weather models, but orographic drag and surface stress contribute 

to one of the major sources of uncertainty in the models (Sandu et al., 2016). The lower 

layers of the model are influenced by the orography, hills and mountains, vegetation, and 

ridges that change the airflow by different degrees. Friction slows down the airflow nearest 

to the surface, where the scale depends on the vegetation type and the surface roughness. 

Orographic drag can also block the airflow at lower levels (Sandu et al., 2017). Bigger 

obstacles such as mountains or mountain ridges deflect the airflow around or over the 

obstacle triggering gravity waves that can build up and influence the airflow in higher layers, 

often changing the zonal mean flow (Sandu et al., 2016).  The resolution of the model or the 

size of the grid box is highly important to be able to capture the effects of the orographic 

drag in complicated topography. Models without parametrized sub-grids only capture the 

effects of mountains that are much larger than the grid box.  The unresolved orography or 

the drag from smaller mountains and complicated topography is parametrized and tuned to 
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strengthen the skill of a given weather model (Sandu et al., 2016). A model with similar 

resolution can have very different orographic variance when reaching their smallest scale, 

which is directly linked to the orography data set that is used and what filtering is used in 

the model. The type of grid that is used in the model also influences the performance as well 

as the degree of numerical diffusion applied in the model (Sandu et al., 2016).  The 

ECMWF’s HRES – model uses a cubic octahedral grid and has very little numerical 

diffusion. According to Sandu et al. (2016) it is more skilful at the smallest scale than 

corresponding models with similar resolution as the HRES.  

3.1.2 ECMWF NWP data 

The 00 UTC simulation of the ECMWF – HRES forecast was used to provide the initial 

condition that was used by the CALMET model. The ECMWF prognostic simulation has a 

3 hrs time-steps, resulting in 8 time-steps per day (00, +03, +06 …. +21). The domain of the 

ECMWF data covers Iceland and the nearby sea banks, and is delimited by longitude 10°W 

- 28°W and latitude 62°N - 68°N (Figure 3-1).  

The resolution of the ECMWF data is 0.125°, resulting in 145 grid points in the x-direction 

and 49 points in the y-direction within the domain. The size of each grid is thus 

approximately 6 km x 14 km (Figure 3-2). The vertical resolution is defined by 25 pressure 

levels, from 1000 hPa up to 1 hPa (ECMWF, 2019b). In total ten parameters were extracted 

from the ECMWF GRIB files by the CALETA processor and converted into CALMET 

standardized parameters. Four 2-D variables at each grid point were extracted at the surface 

level, mean sea level pressure, elevation, total precipitation, and snow depth. The unit of the 

mean sea level pressure was changed from Pa to hPa, and the snow depth was used to 

determine the snow cover indicator, 0 or 1, (1 = snow cover is present at the grid point). Six 

Figure 3-1 The terrain heigth and the domain of the ECMWF NWP data set, 10°W - 28°W and 

62°N - 68°N 
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3-D variables were extracted at each grid 

point and each vertical layer. The wind 

speed in the north- and eastward 

direction, vertical velocity, geopotential 

height, temperature, and specific 

humidity. The north- and eastward 

component of the wind (U and V 

component) was used to determine the 

direction of the wind in degrees and the 

wind speed, and the vertical velocity was 

converted from Pa/s to m/s. The 

geopotential height was used to 

determine the pressure in mb at each 

level and the height of that level above 

mean sea level. The relative humidity 

was derived from specific humidity 

(ECMWF, 2019b; Scire et al., 2011). For 

detailed description of the resolution and 

variables used see Appendix A (Table 

A-1, A-2, and A-3). 

3.1.3 HARMONIE NWP model  

The high-resolution NWP model HARMONIE - AROME is simulated four times daily by 

the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO) covering a defined area over and around Iceland. 

The HARMONIE – model is a non-hydrostatic convection-permitting model that uses 

boundary conditions from the ECMWF’s HRES – model, coupled hourly at the boundaries 

of the calculation domain of the model. The resolution of the model is 2.5 km horizontally 

and vertically it uses 65 layers, up to 10 hPa. The forecast period is 66 hours with a 1-hour 

time step (IMO, 2015a). The advantage of using a model with higher resolution are many. 

The forecast is more detailed and precise, where simulation of vertical velocities, especially 

convective movements, cloud forming, and precipitation are generally better. Impact of 

orography on the airflow is also better simulated, such as up- and downdraft related mountain 

waves or in connection to sharp weather fronts (IMO, 2015a).  The HARMONIE – model 

uses the SURFEX surface model to simulate the surface and soil processes. The interaction 

or the energy fluxes between the surface and the model have a significant effect on the skill 

of the NWP model. SURFEX consists of a set of models each calculating energy fluxes from 

four different surface types: ocean, lake, urban areas and nature (SURFEX, 2016). The 

simulation of fluxes for the nature tile (grid box) in the SURFEX model consists of several 

sub-models, each simulating transfer of heat, water and other components for different 

elements such as soil, vegetation, hydrology, and snow. The model uses a detailed land cover 

database (EcoClimap-II) with the best data of vegetation and soil available for Iceland and 

elevation data from the USGS database (GTOPO30) (SURFEX, 2016).  

3.1.4 HARMONIE NWP data 

The 00 UTC run of the HARMONIE NWP model was used to provide the initial 

meteorological condition in the CALMET model. The HARMONIE predictions are in 

hourly steps and the first 24 time-steps were used, (00, +01, +02, …. +23) for a given day. 

Figure 3-2 The resolution of the ECMWF NWP 

data set, 0.125° between grid points 
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The domain of the HARMONIE prediction covers approximately the same area as the 

ECMWF data set or longitude 10.037°W – 27.982°W and latitude 62.0°N – 67.957°N. 

(Figure 3-4).   

The resolution of the HARMONIE data is 0.037°, resulting in grid size of approximately 2 

km x 4 km (Figure 3-3). The vertical resolution is 15 vertical layers at given pressure levels. 

The number of grid points is 78 732, or 486 in the x-direction and 162 in the y-direction. 

Ten parameters were extracted from 

the HARMONIE GRIB files and 

converted into CALMET 

standardized parameters by the 

CALETA processor.  

Four 2-D parameters at surface level; 

mean sea level pressure, geometrical 

height, total precipitation, and snow. 

The unit of mean sea level pressure 

was changed from Pa to hPa, but the 

elevation parameter was not changed. 

One-hour precipitation was derived 

from the difference of the 

accumulated precipitation between 

time-steps and the snow parameter is 

used to determine the snow cover 

indicator, 0 or 1 (1 = snow cover is 

present at the grid point) (Hirlam, 

2019; Scire et al., 2011).  Six 3-D 

Figure 3-4 The terrain heigth and the domain of the HARMONIE NWP data set, 10.037°W 

– 27.982°W and 62.0°N – 67.957°N 

Figure 3-3 The resolution of the  HARMONIE NWP 

data set, 0.037° between grid points 
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parameters were extracted from the HARMONIE GRIB files at each level: geopotential, 

temperature, u and v component of wind, relative humidity, and vertical velocity. From the 

geopotential, the pressure value and the height from mean sea level were derived. The wind 

direction and the wind speed were derived from the u and v component of the wind. The 

units of the temperature, relative humidity, and vertical velocity were not changed (Hirlam, 

2019; Scire et al., 2011).  For detailed description of the resolution and variables used see 

Appendix A (Tables A-4, A-5, and A-6) 

3.2 SO2 Measurements 

The concentration of SO2 was monitored at up to 21 permanent real-time monitoring stations 

during the eruption. Two stations operated for a very short period, Kirkjubæjarklaustur and 

Hólmar, but 19 stations had over 60% data coverage during the study period (Table 3-1). 

The distance from the eruption site to the monitoring stations varies from 86 km up to 292 

km where Mývatn is closest and Grindavík is furthest away from Holuhraun. Grindavík is 

the only station that did not measure values above the health limit.  Höfn had the highest 

impact of the eruption with 119 hours measured above the health limit and 13 days with 

daily values exceeding the 24-hour health limit of 125 µg/m³. Nine stations are in the 

southwest part of Iceland and other stations are located north and east of the eruption site 

(Figure 3-5). Many monitoring stations are situated very close to each other, e.g. five stations 

are located within the Reykjavík Capital Area. In this study measurements from eight 

stations were selected located around Iceland. Three in the southwest part of Iceland; Gröf, 

Grensásvegur, and Hveragerði and five in the east part of Iceland; Höfn, Kollaleira, 

Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn (Figure 3-5).   

Table 3-1 Monitoring stations at a fixed location with a real-time observation of the 

concentration of SO2, with at least 60% data coverage. The location of the stations, distance 

from Holuhraun and the data coverage during the selected period 1 September 2014 – 31 

January 2015 are reported, along with hours above the health limit (hHL) 350 µg/m³ and 

frequency and number of days where the mean concentration is over the daily health limit 

(dHL) of 125 µg/m³.  The location of the stations can be seen in Figure 3-5. 

Monitoring 

station 

Location Distance Data 

coverage 

Hours, freq. 

over hHL 

Days over 

dHL  

Dalsmári 64.10°N – 21.89°W 256 km 80.0% 45 hr 1.5% 7 days 

Egilsstaðir 65.23°N – 14.41°W 122 km 76.1% 20 hr 0.7% 6 days 

Eyvindarstaðir 66.06°N – 16.67°W 135 km 88.4% 42 hr 1.3% 6 days 

Grafarvogur 64.15°N – 21.77°W 250 km 71.1% 44 hr 1.7% 6 days 

Grensásvegur 64.13°N – 21.87°W 255 km 98.6% 41 hr 1.1% 8 days 

Grindavík 63.85°N – 22.43°W 292 km 85.7% 0 hr 0.0% 0 days 

Gröf 64.33°N – 21.84°W 246 km 88.5% 53 hr 1.6% 12 days 

Hellisheiði 64.03°N – 21.41°W 238 km 72.4% 50 hr 1.9% 6 days 

Hvaleyrarholt 64.06°N – 21.99°W 263 km 93.5% 34 hr 1.0% 8 days 

Hveragerði 64.00°N – 21.20°W 230 km 76.8% 68 hr 2.4% 10 days 

Höfn 64.25°N – 15.20°W 103 km 62.5% 119 hr 5.2% 13 days 

Kollaleira 65.03°N – 14.24°W 124 km 85.5% 44 hr 1.4% 8 days 
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Monitoring 

station 

Location Distance Data 

coverage 

Hours, freq. 

over hHL 

Days over 

dHL  

Kríuvarða 64.37°N – 21.76°W 241 km 88.5% 44 hr 1.4% 9 days 

Ljósá 65.03°N – 14.16°W 127 km 82.7% 23 hr 0.8% 6 days 

Mývatn 65.62°N – 16.92°W 86 km 91.9% 77 hr 2.3% 11 days 

Naustafjara 65.68°N – 18.09°W 110 km 88.8% 36 hr 1.1% 4 days 

Norðlingaholt 64.13°N – 21.75°W 249 km 76.8% 46 hr 1.6% 9 days 

Reykjahlíð 65.64°N – 16.89°W 88 km 89.4% 81 hr 2.5% 12 days 

Vopnafjörður 65.76°N – 14.82°W 138 km 85.2% 43 hr 1.4% 6 days 

 

The SO2 concentration in air was measured at the monitoring stations, recording 10 min and 

1-hour average and reporting in real-time the observations. The uncertainty is 5%, detection 

limit is 2 µg/m³, and calibrations on the analyser are done twice a year (Ilyinskaya et al., 

2017). The concentration at Gröf, Grensásvegur, and Hveragerði was characterized by 

frequent pollution events in October and the first half of November 2014, exceeding the 

health limit at numerous occasions. At Höfn frequent pollution events were measured in 

December 2014 and January 2015, but at other station, pollution events occurred regularly 

over the whole period (Figure 3-6).   
  

Figure 3-5 The location of air quality stations measuring the concentration of SO2 during 

the eruption in Holuhraun with over 60% data coverage during the study period. Monitoring 

stations used in this study are distinguised by red colour.  
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Figure 3-6 Observed one hour mean concentration values of SO2 (g/m3) measured at eight 

monitoring stations during the eruption in Holuhraun, (a) Gröf, (b) Grensásvegur, (c) 

Hveragerði, (d) Höfn, (e) Kollaleira, (f) Vopnafjörður, (g) Eyvindarstaðir, and (h) Mývatn. 

The red dashed line marks the 1-hour health limit of 350 g/m3. The location of the stations 

can be seen in Figure 3-5 (distinguished by red colour). 

3.3 Model settings 

The period selected for running the CALPUFF modelling system covers the main part of the 

Holuhraun eruption, from 1st of September 2014 to 31st of January 2015.  To account for the 

Earth’s curvature, the Lambert Conformal Conic projection was used, using the Datum-

Region WGS-G in the projection. 

3.3.1 CALETA model settings 

During the Holuhraun eruption, the CALETA program was modified at the IMO to be able 

to extract meteorological parameters from the ECMWF NWP data. Further modifications 

have been made to the CALETA program to be able to extract meteorological parameters 

from the HARMONIE NWP data. The output file from CALETA serves as an initial 

condition for the prognostic process of the CALMET model, where the gridded wind field 

and other parameters were used as initial guess field (Scire et al., 2000).  

3.3.2 CALMET modelling settings 

The domain of the CALMET meteorological model was centred over Iceland on 65°N and 

19°W and the size of the domain was set to 350 km x 250 km at 1 km resolution. The vertical 

resolution was 25 layers between heights levels from surface up to 15 km. Gridded fields of 

wind parameters formulated by CALETA were used to attain the final wind field in 

CALMET through the first pathway as it was introduced into the model as the initial guess 

field. In the first step of the diagnostic wind field module, the NWP data were interpolated 

to the CALMET calculating a grid-scale of 1 km and the wind field adjustments were made 

to produce the Step 1 wind field, but no observations were used and therefore no objective 

analysis was made by CALMET. Froude number adjustments and slope flow effects were 

computed to adjust the initial guess field to reflect the wind flow in a complicated terrain 

and the radius of influence of terrain was set to 8 km. The minimum mixing height over land 

was set to 20 m but the maximum mixing height to 2500 m. The blocking effect and the 

O’Brien procedure was not computed in the runs.  For detailed description of the resolution 

and model settings see Appendix A (Table A-7 and A-8). 
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3.3.3 CALPUFF modelling settings 

All user-defined selections for variables and algorithms within the CALPUFF model were 

specified within the CALPUFF control file CALPUFF.INP. The domain of the CALPUFF 

module was the same as the CALMET module with a grid resolution of 1 km and 25 vertical 

levels. At each time step of the CALPUFF simulation, the concentration of SO2 was 

estimated at defined receptors at the surface. In this study, the receptors were located on a 

gridded field within the same domain as the CALMET and CALPUFF models but with the 

resolution of 2 km instead of 1 km, giving 175 x 125 receptors. The concentration of SO2 

(g/m3) was thus extracted from the CALPUFF simulation at hourly time steps at 21 875 grid 

points.  

3.3.4 Emission rate and source definition 

The emission rate of SO2 was greatest at the beginning of the eruption with a daily averaged 

flux of ~ 1000 kg/s, but according to Pfeffer et al. (2018), the uncertainty was relatively 

large. Estimated daily mean flux was derived by fitting a third-degree polynomial to the 

emission measurements. The estimated mean flux falls, in most cases, within the error range 

of the measurements and was used to define the emission rate in the CALPUFF input file. A 

new value was defined approximately every five days in order to resemble the fitted line 

(Figure 3-7).  

The source definition was designed to best describe the characteristics of the eruption with 

two different point sources descriptive for the two-stage SO2 degassing of the magma (Figure 

2-2). The first point source (S1) contains 10 % of the emission flux and represents the low-

level haze from the lava. The second point source (S2) contains 90% of the emission flux 

and represents the main eruption plume. According to Patrick et al. (2007), an eruption 

plume with low ash content at Stromboli in Italy had an average mean velocity of 19 m/s at 

the crater rim and decelerated to a buoyant velocity within the first 100 m above the crater. 

The mean buoyant velocities were found to be approximately 4.4 m/s varying from 1.4 up 

to 10.9 m/s. The gas thrust or the vertical velocity of the second point-source in the 

CALPUFF input file was set to 25 m/s during the first ten days of September 2014. The 

vertical velocity was set to 20 m/s for the next ten days and at 15 m/s during the rest of 

September. For the remainder of the study period, the vertical velocity of S2 was set to 12 

m/s. The vertical velocity of the first point source was set to 1 m/s. The rise of the plume 

Figure 3-7 Daily average SO2 flux from the Holuhraun eruption in kg/s (black dots) and the 

estimated error of each measurement (gray error bar); (Figure 2-3) data from Pfeffer et al. 

(2018). The red line is a calculated mean value fitted with a 3rd degree polynomial and the 

blue line is the emission rate used in the CALPUFF model. 
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from the two emission sources depends therefore on both the stability of the atmosphere 

above and the inertial ascent with increasing vertical velocity in unstable weather conditions 

due to increased buoyancy. The vertical velocity of the plume was not measured during the 

eruption but from the measured plume height it can be concluded that the velocity was 

greatest at the beginning of the eruption, but after about a month the velocity was quite stable 

(Figure 2-4). The temperature of the emission sources was set to 1200 °K. The temperature 

of the emission increases the buoyancy forces where the density of the SO2 emission is lower 

than the density of the surrounding air mass (Graf et al., 1999). 

During the eruption in Holuhraun, the operational CALPUFF model was calibrated by 

comparing the simulation to the ground-based observations of SO2 and estimation of the 

emission rate. The description of the vertical release of SO2 that was used during the eruption 

differ from what is proposed here and presented in the previous section, but a few separate 

emission sources were defined at different heights above the crater, to mimic the volcanic 

plume. During the calibration in this study, experiments were made using different heights 

of the emission sources and the main findings were that emission sources above 1000-2000 

m above ground did not reach the surface. Using emission sources at lower heights were 

strongly dependent on the stability of the atmosphere and the height of the mixing layer, 

where some of the emission sources were situated above the mixing layer and consequently 

did not reach the surface. Hence, the previously explained emission source method was used, 

to emulate the volcanic plume by applying vertical velocity to the emission at the vent. By 

that, the height of the plume is controlled by the stability of the atmosphere and the height 

of the mixing layer. 

Most of the user-defined variables, used in this study, maintain the same settings as during 

the eruption. Here, the vertical resolution of the CALMET and CALPUFF models was 

increased, especially near the surface, e.g. the first 6 layers had a width of 20 m (Table A-7) 

and therefore the minimum mixing height was set to 20 m. The height of the mixing layer is 

an important factor concerning air pollution where lower mixing height correlates to 

increased concentration of a pollutant. The mixing height is, on average, lower during the 

night and early morning, but the height of the mixing layer rises during the day due to strong 

convection in the afternoon (Schäfer et al., 2006). No changes were made on the emission 

rate and the defined emission rate (Figure 3-7, blue line) was maintained in all runs. An 

example of the CALPUFF control file can be seen in Appendix B.    

3.4 Performance evaluation 

It is important to evaluate the performance of air quality models due to the influence on 

public health pollution can have as well as the economic and environmental impact it can be 

associated with. To be able to rely on the predictions from the model the dispersion model 

needs to be properly evaluated with observations (Chang & Hanna, 2004).  Distribution of 

pollutant in the atmosphere is controlled by horizontal and vertical movements within the 

boundary layer, primarily by turbulence which is unpredictable and random by nature and is 

best described by means and variance. Temporal variability is therefore expected to occur in 

the observation of the pollutant (Chang & Hanna, 2004). Errors or biases occurring in the 

meteorological data such as the wind direction and speed, depth of the boundary layer and 

turbulence can thus affect the accuracy of the dispersion model and are the most important 

parameters in the model (Chang & Hanna, 2004). Errors in the algorithms of the model and 
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uncertainty in model settings also lead to inaccuracy of the predicted values (Chang & 

Hanna, 2004).  The circumstances of a pollution case, e.g. the emission flux and the traveling 

distance, must be considered when selecting methods to evaluate the performance. If the 

concentration in the distribution model varies by several orders of magnitude, it is preferable 

to use the geometric mean bias (MG; Eq. 1) and the geometric mean-variance (VG; Eq. 3) 

rather than the fractional bias (FB) and the normalized mean square error (NMSE). 

Recommended is to avoid very low values and to define a quantification limit as a threshold 

in the calculations (Chang & Hanna, 2004). The VG measures both the mean systematic bias 

and random scatter. In perfect model prediction, MG and VG are equal to 1.0. The MG 

measures the mean systematic bias and can have perfect results even though the predictions 

are out of phase.  A geometric mean (GM; Eq. 2) is the inverse of MG, a log-transformed 

quantity with the ratio between Cp/Co instead of Co/Cp. Values between 0.5 and 2.0 are within 

a factor of two and in perfectly unbiased predictions, the GM is equal to one. Overprediction 

are thus >1 and underprediction <1 (Chang & Hanna, 2004). Another powerful measure of 

performance which is rather independent of outliers is to calculate the fraction of model 

predictions that are within a factor of two from the observations (FAC2; Eq. 4). Acceptable 

quality of the distribution model is justified if FAC2 is 50%, thus half or more of the 

predictions lie within the factor of two of the observations (Chang & Hanna, 2004; Derwent 

et al., 2010). 

 

 𝑀𝐺 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑜 − 𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑝) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑙𝑛
𝐶𝑜
𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
) (1) 

 𝐺𝑀 = exp (𝑙𝑛
𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑜

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
) (2) 

 𝑉𝐺 = exp [(𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑜 − 𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑝)
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
] (3) 

 𝐹𝐴𝐶2 = 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦0.5 ≤
𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑜
≤ 2.0 (4) 

Where Co are the observations and Cp are the model predictions and overbars are the average 

over the dataset.  

 

The CALPUFF modelling system has been evaluated for both short- and long-distance 

transport (EPA, 1998, 2012; Rood, 2014) and the main results showed that the direction of 

the predicted plume had an angular offset from the observed plume, the timing of the event 

was relatively acceptable but the predicted concentration showed both over- and 

underestimation usually with too sharp maximum. According to EPA (2012), the CALPUFF 

modelling system is unreliable when the transportation distance is over 300 km. Performance 

evaluation of CALMET wind simulations implies that using NWP with the CALMET model 

improves the performance but the kinematic effects only apply for specific weather condition 

(Huang et al., 2019).  
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3.4.1 Evaluation methods 

Data processing 

The data was processed in three different ways, using 1-hour mean values, 9-hour running 

mean values and the 24-hour daily average. When the predicted concentration of SO2 from 

the CALPUFF run were compared to observed concentration at the monitoring stations the 

predicted values at a receptor nearest to a monitoring station was paired in time to the 

observations at a given station. To achieve better temporal alignment between the data, a 9-

hour running mean function was also applied on both the predicted and observed time series 

to minimize the effect of too narrow maximum and to adjust for the time difference between 

the observed and predicted event. An odd number maintains the symmetry in the value and 

9-hours is delimited by ± 4-hours. Only paired values were used when both observed and 

predicted values were present in the time series. The nine-hour mean function was centred; 

thus, the first mean value was calculated at the fifth observation or prediction with the 

average over ± 4-hours and so forth. Daily average values were calculated if over 50% 

coverage was attained each day. A quantification limit of 30 µg/m³ was defined for one-hour 

mean concentration and 9-hour running mean concentration to take into account the 

uncertainty of the observations and the predictions and is 8.6% of the health limit (350 

µg/m³). Quantification limit of 10 µg/m³ was defined when using daily average 

concentration and is 0.8% of the daily health limit (125 µg/m³).  This was also done to focus 

on the periods with pollution events connected to the eruption in Holuhraun. Using 

quantification limit is also recommended to avoid very low values (Chang & Hanna, 2004).  

FAC2 evaluation 

Performance evaluation looking at the FAC2 was performed using paired values where 

either the observed concentration or the predicted concentration was equal or above the 

quantification limit of 30 µg/m³. The quantification limit was substituted for predicted or 

observed values in the remaining data set that were below 30 µg/m³. Consequently, if 

observed value is 60 µg/m³ and the predicted value is below 30 µg/m³ it is considered within 

the factor of two and vice versa. 

Impact on the air quality 

To evaluate the impact of the SO2 pollution on the air quality the frequency of predicted 

concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit was calculated, for the whole study period 

as well as each month and compared to the frequency at the monitoring stations when the 

coverage of observation data was sufficient.  
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4 Results 

The CALPUFF simulation was executed using the ECMWF NWP data for the whole study 

period from 1st of September 2014 to 31st of January 2015. The simulation was evaluated 

using previously described methods, comparing the observed and predicted values Co and 

Cp, looking at the FAC2 and the impact on the air quality. The CALPUFF simulation was 

also run for December 2014 using the HARMONIE NWP data to evaluate the effect of 

having meteorological parameters with higher resolution. To evaluate the performance of 

the two different CALPUFF simulations, the same performance evaluations where used 

looking at December 2014 especially. December was selected due to frequent pollution 

events occurring at the monitoring station Höfn, to evaluate the model performance over the 

complicated terrain that lies between Höfn and Holuhraun. The CALPUFF simulation was 

also run for December 2014 using the two emission sources, S1 and S2, separately and the 

ECMWF NWP data. December was selected to maintain a continuum in the study, to 

compare the results to the other simulations that were conducted in December specifically.  

4.1 Plume height 

Experiments were made using a different height of the emission sources, but no changes 

were made on the emission rate. The main findings were that emission sources above 1000-

2000 m above ground did not reach the surface. Using emission sources at lower heights 

were strongly dependent on the stability of the atmosphere and the height of the mixing 

layer, where some of the emission sources were situated above the mixing layer and 

consequently did not reach the surface. This supports the idea of using the previously 

explained emission source method, i.e. to emulate the volcanic plume by applying vertical 

velocity to the emission at the vent. By that, the height of the plume is controlled by the 

stability of the atmosphere and the height of the mixing layer. To evaluate the CALPUFF 

model the predicted plume heights from both point sources (S1 and S2) were compared with 

the observed plume height. The predicted daily average plume height was calculated as well 

as the 95% confidence interval. There was little correlation between the observed and 

modelled plume height (S2), especially late December and January (Figure 4-1). The average 

plume height for S2 was 1.5 km while the average observed plume height was almost 50% 

higher or 2.2 km. The average predicted plume height for S1was 380 m.   

 
Figure 4-1 Observed and predicted daily average plume height, S1 (blue line), S2 (red line), 

and the 95% confidence interval (grey area). The observed plume height (black line), data 

from Pfeffer et al. (2018). 
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4.2 Observed and predicted concentration of 

SO2, Co and Cp 

4.2.1 One-hour mean concentration  

One-hour average observed concentration of SO2 at the monitoring stations (Co), was paired 

to the predicted concentration (Cp) at the nearest receptor. There seems to be better 

correlation between the observed and predicted values at the first four monitoring stations, 

Gröf, Grensásvegur, Hveragerði, and Höfn (Figure 4-2a-d) than the others. In most cases, 

the simulated concentration showed a response when a pollution event occurs. At the same 

time, there is a considerable discrepancy in the concentration magnitude between events. At 

the stations located in southwest Iceland, Gröf, Grensásvegur, and Hveragerði, the main 

pollution period was in October and early November 2014 with frequent pollution events, 

but the air quality remained mainly good otherwise. The predicted concentration in Höfn in 

southeast Iceland indicates an occurrence of several pollution events during September and 

October, but no observations are available during that period (Figure 4-2d). Air quality 

measurements started in Höfn in late October after serious pollution events which were 

predicted at that time. The air quality remained good in Höfn from the time of installation of 

the monitoring station until the beginning of December, but the pollution events in Höfn 

were most frequent during December 2014.  

a 

 

b 

 

c 
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Figure 4-2 One-hour mean concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ at (a) Gröf, (b) Grensásvegur, (c) 

Hveragerði, (d) Höfn, (e) Kollaleira, (f) Vopnafjörður, (g) Eyvindarstaðir, and (h) Mývatn. 

Observed values Co (black line) and predicted values Cp (red line). The red dashed line 

marks the 1-hour health limit of 350 g/m3. 

The observed and predicted concentration at the monitoring stations located in the east and 

northeast Iceland, Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn (Figure 4-2e-h) had 

in many cases considerable inconsistency, a high concentration of SO2 were predicted at the 

stations according to the CALPUFF simulation with a few extreme values, but the 

observations at the stations showed small or no increase in the SO2 values. In other cases, 

there was a severe underestimation of the predicted concentration. 
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4.2.2 Nine-hour running mean concentration 

Nine-hour running mean function was applied to the observation series from the monitoring 

stations, as well as on the predicted concentration from the CALPFUFF simulation at the 

receptor nearest to the station. By applying the 9-hour running mean function the individual 

pollution events were more differentiated, especially at stations in southwest and southeast 

part of Iceland, Gröf, Grensásvegur, Hveragerði, and Höfn (Figure 4-3a-d), and the timing 

and duration of the events were also noticeably better. There is still a considerable difference 

in the magnitude of concentration between the observed and predicted value, although 

reduced by applying the function. The frequency of pollution events was more evenly 

distributed over the study period at stations in the north and northeast Iceland, Kollaleira, 

Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn (Figure 4-3e-h).  
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Figure 4-3  Nine-hour running mean concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ at (a) Gröf, (b) 

Grensásvegur, (c) Hveragerði, (d) Höfn, (e) Kollaleira, (f) Vopnafjörður, (g) 

Eyvindarstaðir, and (h) Mývatn. Observed values Co (black line) and predicted values Cp 

(red line). The red dashed line marks the 1-hour health limit of 350 g/m3. 

4.2.3 Daily average concentration of SO2 

The observed daily average concentration of SO2 gives a clear picture of the extensive 

pollution crisis the eruption in Holuhraun caused all over the country (Figure 4-4). At Gröf, 

Grensásvegur, and Hveragerði the two main pollution events in November show both under- 

and overestimation of the magnitude by a factor of four, but the event in January 2015 had 

good correlation (Figure 4-4a-c). The observed and predicted concentration at Höfn was also 

in good correlation (Figure 4-4d) and gives a credible picture of the concentration in 

September and October when no observations were made. The other station remains with a 

weak correlation between the observed and predicted values which was even more profound 

looking at daily average values (Figure 4-4e-h). 
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Figure 4-4  Daily average concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ at (a) Gröf, (b) Grensásvegur, (c) 

Hveragerði, (d) Höfn, (e) Kollaleira, (f) Vopnafjörður, (g) Eyvindarstaðir, and (h) Mývatn. 

Observed values Co (black line) and predicted values Cp (red line). The red dashed line 

marks the 24-hour health limit of 125 g/m3. 

4.3 Performance evaluation 

Performance evaluation was made calculating the fraction of the model predictions Cp that 

were within a factor of two from the observations Co, or the FAC2. To evaluate the 

performance of the CALPUFF simulation, scatter plots where made plotting Co against Cp 

using paired values meeting the condition that either Co or Cp was equal or above the 

quantification limit of 30 µg/m³. All remaining values below the quantification limit in the 

data series were set to 30 µg/m³. The geometric mean (GM) and the geometric mean-

variance (VG) were also calculated at each station using both one-hour mean concentration 

values and nine-hour running mean concentration (Figure 4-5 and 4.6). 
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Figure 4-5 Scatter plot of one-hour mean values of observed and predicted concentration of 

SO2, Co and Cp, exceeding the quantification limit of 30 µg/m³ at Gröf, Grensásvegur, 

Hveragerði, Höfn, Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn. Blue dots lie 

within the FAC2.  
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Figure 4-6 Scatter plot of nine-hour running mean values of observed and predicted 

concentration of SO2, Co and Cp, exceeding the quantification limit of 30 µg/m³ at Gröf, 

Grensásvegur, Hveragerði, Höfn, Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn. 

Blue dots lie within the FAC2. 

According to Chang and Hanna (2004), acceptable quality of a distribution model can be 

justified if the FAC2 is at least 50% or over half of the predicted values lie within factor of 

two from the observed value. The quality of the CALPUFF model in this study was defined 

as acceptable if FAC2 reached 50%, marginal if the FAC2 was between 40% and 50% and 

poor if the FAC2 was below 40%. For the one-hour mean concentration, the lowest FAC2 

was at Eyvindarstaðir, Höfn, Mývatn, and Kollaleira, ranging from 25% up to 32.8%, or 

poor quality. Better results were at Vopnafjörður, Hveragerði, Grensásvegur, and Gröf with 

FAC2 ranging from 40.4% up to 49.1% and marginal quality (Table 4-1). By applying a 9-

hour running mean function the performance increased at all stations, especially at 

Vopnafjörður and Höfn, and three stations had FAC2 over 50%, Vopnafjörður, 
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Grensásvegur, and Gröf with acceptable quality. The lowest fractions were at the same 

stations as before, ranging from 28.9% at Eyvindarstaðir up to 38.8% at Kollaleira (Table 

4-1) and still with poor quality.  

The GM indicates if the simulation was over- or underestimating the concentration and in a 

perfect model GM is equal to 1. At the first three stations, the GM was below 1 indicating 

underestimation of the predicted concentration with slight improvement using the 9-hour 

mean values. The stations are located in southwest Iceland, farthest from the eruption with 

a distance of approximately 250 km (Table 3-1). The GM was also below 1 at Höfn in 

southeast Iceland indicating underestimation of the predicted values. Höfn is located only 

about 100 km from the eruption, but Vatnajökull Glacier lies between and hinders the 

volcanic cloud travels (Figure 2-1). At stations in the northeast and east Iceland, the GM is 

above 1, indicating an overestimation of the predicted concentration (Table 4-1). The highest 

value was at Eyvindarstaðir, 2.29, indicating a large overestimation. Almost all stations 

showed slight improvement by using running mean values. The geometric mean-variance 

(VG) measures both the mean systematic bias and random scatter and in a perfect model 

prediction VG is equal to 1. The lowest values were found at Gröf, Grensásvegur, 

Hveragerði, and Vopnafjörður, ranging from 3.8 up to 6.9. At the other stations, the VG was 

much higher, ranging from 11.7 at Kollaleira up to 28.1 at Höfn. All stations showed 

improvement by using nine-hour running mean values (Table 4-1). The number of values in 

the data set, N, increased by using nine-hour running mean concentration, due to flattening 

of the curve. 

Table 4-1 Factor of two (FAC2) performance evaluation using one-hour mean concentration 

and 9-hour running mean concentration. Numbers of values in the data set (N). Percentage 

within a factor of 2 (FAC2). The geometric mean (GM), the geometric mean-variance (VG), 

and an indictor of under- or overprediction U or O.  

 One-hour mean nine-hour running mean  

Station N FAC2 GM VG U/O N FAC2 GM VG U/O 

Gröf 686 49.1% 0.71 3.8 U 703 51.5% 0.74 2.8 U 

Grensásvegur 495 44.8% 0.83 4.3 U 566 50.9% 0.87 2.8 U 

Hveragerði 538 43.9% 0.71 5.9 U 623 44.5% 0.77 4.1 U 

Höfn 391 28.9% 0.73 28.1 U 478 37.4% 0.75 9.5 U 

Kollaleira 768 32.8% 1.16 11.7 O 902 38.8% 1.28 7.0 O 

Vopnafjörður 684 40.4% 1.24 6.9 O 862 50.1% 1.27 3.9 O 

Eyvindarstaðir 680 25.0% 2.29 20.7 O 847 28.9% 2.23 12.7 O 

Mývatn 828 29.3% 1.75 23.0 O 1078 31.6% 1.74 9.6 O 

4.3.1 Daily average concentration 

The daily average concentration measured at the monitoring station was calculated only on 

days with over 50% data coverage. Scatter plots where made plotting Co against Cp using a 

daily average concentration of SO2 meeting the condition that either Co or Cp was equal or 

above a quantification limit of 10 µg/m³. All remaining values below the quantification limit 

in the data series were set to 10 µg/m³. The geometric mean (GM) and the geometric mean-

variance (VG) were also calculated at each station (Figure 4-7).  
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Figure 4-7 Scatter plot of daily average observed and predicted concentration of SO2 

exceeding the quantification limit of 30 µg/m³ at Gröf, Grensásvegur, Hveragerði, Höfn, 

Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn. Blue dots lie within the FAC2. 
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The FAC2 was highest at Gröf, 71.6%, and Grensásvegur 54.7%, with the lowest VG or 2.1 

and 2.3 but high underestimation with GM 0.65 and 0.67 (Table 4-2). Vopnafjörður had 

FAC2 of 53% with only a small overestimation. The performance increased at the 

aforementioned stations using the daily average concentration, especially at Gröf and all had 

acceptable quality.  Eyvindarstaðir and Mývatn had the lowest FAC2, 21.9% and 29.2% 

respectively. Both were highly overestimating the concentration and had very high variance, 

30.9 and 19.0 (Table 4-2). Both stations showed worse performance using the daily average 

concentration than using one-hour or 9-hour running mean concentration. The number of 

days with an observed daily average concentration above the daily health limit of 125 µg/m³ 

ranged from 6 days at Vopnafjörður and Eyvindarstaðir up to 13 days at Höfn (Table 4-2); 

despite Höfn having the shortest operational time, only 62.5% of the study period. Predicted 

daily average concentration was calculated, at each station, on days when an observed value 

was present, but the data coverage at the monitoring stations ranged from 62.5% at Höfn up 

to 98.6% at Grensásvegur (Table 3-1)  The number of days with a predicted daily 

concentration above the health limit ranged from 4 at Grensásvegur up to 19 at Mývatn. This 

was mostly in tune with the GM, with underestimation at the first four stations, and 

overestimation at Kollaleira, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn (Table 4-2). Vopnafjörður 

observed 6 days with a concentration above the health limit, but the number of predicted 

days was 5. Vopnafjörður had GM = 1.09 or very small overestimation. Calculating daily 

average concentration at each station from the simulation during the whole period, the 

number of predicted days above the daily health limit (Pred. days all) ranged from 4 at 

Grensásvegur up to 21 at Mývatn. If the monitoring station operated during most of the 

period, the number of predicted days did not change, but at Höfn where the operational time 

was shortest, the predicted days increased by 7 days (Table 4-2) from 8 to 15 days. Assuming 

that the fraction between the observed and predicted number of days at each station applies 

for the whole period (f = Obs.days/Pred.days), an estimated number of days can be calculated 

for the whole period (f*Pred.days all). The estimated number of days (Estim. days) ranged 

from 6 at Eyvindarstaðir up to 24 at Höfn. According to the estimated value, Höfn had at 

least twice as many days with bad air quality than the other stations.    

Table 4-2 Factor of two performance evaluation using daily average concentration. 

Numbers of values in the data set (N). FAC2, GM, VG,  and an indictor of under- or 

overprediction U or O. Observed and predicted days above the health limit during 

operational period of the station(Obs. days, Pred.days), predicted and estimated days for 

the whole period (Pred.days all, Estim. days).   

Station N FAC2 GM VG U/O 
Obs. 

days  

Pred. 

days 

Pred. 

days all 

Estim. 

days 

Gröf 67 71.6% 0.65 2.1 U 12 7 7 12 

Grensásvegur 75 54.7% 0.67 2.3 U 8 4 4 8 

Hveragerði 42 47.6% 0.68 5.2 U 10 8 8 10 

Höfn 34 38.2% 0.88 7.0 U 13 8 15 24 

Kollaleira 70 44.3% 1.27 8.7 O 8 13 18 11 

Vopnafjörður 83 53.0% 1.09 4.3 O 6 5 10 12 

Eyvindarstaðir 64 21.9% 2.79 30.9 O 6 15 16 6 

Mývatn 72 29.2% 2.13 19.0 O 11 19 21 12 
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4.4 Impact on air quality 

The impact on the air quality was evaluated by looking at the frequency of the hourly 

concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit for both predicted and observed value. This 

was done for the whole study period as well for each month separately. The predicted 

frequency from the CALPUFF simulation was calculated within each grid and then the grid 

colored accordingly. Areas with no color had a frequency below 1%, green areas had a 

frequency between 1% - 5%, etc. The observed frequency at the monitoring stations was 

marked with colored circles and corresponding value at each station. Grey color indicates a 

frequency below 1%, but otherwise, the colors follow the same criteria as the predicted 

frequency. Almost no part of Iceland had frequency below 1% for the whole study period, 

only the west part of the Reykjanes peninsula and some parts of Vestfirðir (Figure 4-8). The 

monitoring station at Höfn had the highest frequency of bad air quality or 5.2%. The other 

monitoring stations measured the concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit from 1.1% 

up to 2.4% of the time which was mainly following the predicted frequency. The main 

impact on the air quality, according to the CALPUFF simulation, was in the northern and 

eastern part of Iceland with frequency usually in the range of 5% to 15%. 

    

Figure 4-8 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit (350 g/m3) 

from 1st of September 2014 to 31st of January 2015 from the CALPUFF simulation and 

observed frequency at the monitoring stations (circles and values). 

By zooming over the southeast part of Iceland (Figure 4-9) it was clearer that the predicted 

frequency in the range of 10% – 15% (red squares) occurred mostly over the mountains and 

decreased toward lower terrain. Over the Eastfjords the predicted frequency was usually in 

the range of 1% - 5% (green squares) inside the fjords. The monitoring station Kollaleira 

had an observed frequency of 1.4% but the predicted frequency was in the range of 5% - 

10%. Kollaleira is located in Reyðarfjörður, surrounded steep mountains, but in the 

outermost part of the fjord occurred lower frequency.   
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The strength of the eruption 

was greatest during the first 

month of the eruption with the 

highest SO2 flux. The 

eruption slowly declined 

during the next months until 

the end of the eruption on the 

28th of February 2015 (Figure 

2-3). This is evident when 

looking at the impact on the 

air quality for each month 

separately. In September 

2014, a large area on the east 

part of Iceland had frequency 

over 15% while the southwest 

and west part of Iceland were 

in the clear of the pollution 

plume (Figure 4-10a). Two 

monitoring stations had over 

50% coverage in September, 

Grensásvegur and Mývatn. At 

Grensásvegur, no SO2 

pollution was measured 

which fits well with the predicted frequency. At Mývatn, 2.2% frequency was measured, but 

the predicted value lies between 10% - 15%.   

The impact on the air quality was high for all of Iceland in October according to the predicted 

values (Figure 4-10b). No areas were excluded, and almost all areas are within a frequency 

of 5% - 15%. Observed frequency fits well with the predicted value in the southwest part of 

Iceland, but Hveragerði had the highest observed frequency in October or 6.7%. In the north 

and east parts of Iceland, the predicted value was an overestimation of the concentration 

compared to the monitoring stations. In the east, both Kollaleira and Vopnafjörður observed 

less than 1% frequency, Eyvindarstaðir only observed frequency of 1.4% but had a modeled 

frequency of 5% - 10%.  A clear reduction in the impact on the air quality was in November 

where both Vestfirðir and the southeast part of Iceland were below the 1% criteria (Figure 

4-10c). The highest impact on the air quality was to the north of the eruption, but elsewhere 

the main area was within 1% - 5%. The observed frequency at the monitoring stations was 

in good correlation with the modeled frequency, ranging from 0% at Höfn up to 3.6% in 

Hveragerði.  Only the east part of Iceland was influenced by the SO2 pollution in December 

2014 according to the predicted values (Figure 4-10d). The observed frequency at the 

monitoring stations was mostly in good correlation with the predicted frequency with the 

highest impact at Höfn with 8.7% observed concentration of SO2 above the health limit. The 

impact on the air quality in January 2015 was similar to December 2014 with the highest 

influence on the east part of Iceland (Figure 4-10e). The observed frequency at the 

monitoring stations was in good context to the map, with the highest value in Höfn 7.3%. 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2. 

Close-up of the southeast part of Iceland from Figure 4-8 .  
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a) 
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Figure 4-10 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit (350 

g/m3) in each month from the CALPUFF simulation and observed frequency at the 

monitoring stations (circles and values) (a) September 2014, (b) October 2014, (c) 

November 2014, (d) December 2014, and (e) January 2015. 

4.5 The emission sources 

The two emission sources in the CALPUFF model represented the two-types of SO2 

degassing at the vent. The first point source, called S1, contained 10% of the emission with 

a vertical velocity of 1 m/s. The second point source in the CALPUFF model, called S2, 

represented the main volcanic plume, containing 90% of the emission with a vertical velocity 

of 12 - 25 m/s. The CALPUFF modelling system was run for December 2014, using the 

ECMWF NWP data and the two emission sources separately S1 and S2. The predicted 

concentration using the main emission source CS2 correlated well with the two main 

pollution events occurring at Höfn, the 8th and 19th of December 2014, arriving slightly too 

early with too narrow maximum (Figure 4-11 a). The predicted concentration from the 

simulation using the first emission source CS1 correlated well with events on the 15th and 

27th of December with good timing. At Kollaleira the CS2 was highly overestimating the 

concentration on a few occasions, e.g. the 5th, 8th, and the 25th of December (Figure 4-11 b), 

but had a good correlation with Co on the 22nd and the 28th. On the 6th of December, the CS1 

overestimated the concentration by a magnitude of four, while the CS2 showed no increase 

in the concentration that day. The simulations underestimated the concentration during the 

three main pollution events at Vopnafjörður by approximately 50% (Figure 4-11 c). At 

Eyvindarstaðir and Mývatn, the CS2 overestimated the concentration on several occasions, 

but on pollution events on the 8th and 28th of December, almost no concentration was 

e) 
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predicted (Figure 4-11 d and e). The overall timing of the predicted events was accurate in 

most cases, with a slight trend on arrivingtoo early and having too narrow curve. The 

difference in the timing was in most cases within 1 to 4 hours.    

a 

 

b 

 

c 

 

d 

 

e 

 

Figure 4-11 One-hour mean concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ in December 2014 at (a) Höfn, 

(b) Kollaleira, (c) Vopnafjörður, (d) Eyvindarstaðir, and (e) Mývatn. Observed values Co 

(black line), predicted values using the first emission source CS1 (red line) and predicted 

values using the second emission source CS2. The red dashed line marks the 1-hour health 

limit of 350 g/m3. 
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4.5.1 Performance evaluation 

Performance evaluation was made calculating the fraction of the model predictions from 

each point source separately, CS1 and CS2, that were within a factor of two from the 

observations Co, or the FAC2. Paired values meeting the condition that either Co or CS was 

equal or above the quantification limit of 30 µg/m³. All remaining values below the 

quantification limit in the data series were set to 30 µg/m³. The geometric mean (GM) and 

the geometric mean-variance (VG) were also calculated at each station using one-hour mean 

concentration values. The FAC2S1 was below 40% at Höfn and Vopnafjörður with poor 

quality, but highest at Eyvindarstaðir 52.1% and acceptable quality (Table 4-3). The GMS1 

was well below 1 at all station and the VGS1 was ranging from 3.9 at Eyvindarstaðir and 

Mývatn up to 19.7 at Höfn. The FAC2S2 from the second point source was below 40% at all 

station and poor quality. The GMS2 was ranging from 0.51 at Höfn up to 1.04 at Mývatn. 

The VGS2 was extremely high at Höfn or 123.1 but ranging from 6.5 up to 15 at the other 

stations (Table 4-3). By applying nine-hour running mean function on the concentration, the 

FAC2S2 improved at all stations, ranging from 35.3% at Höfn up to 42.7% at Kollaleira 

(Table 4-4). The FAC2S1 became higher at Mývatn, Eyvindarstaðir, and Vopnafjörður, but 

the FAC2S1 became lower at Höfn and Kollaleira. The VG or the random scatter reduced at 

all stations, but the GM stayed similar as before.  

Table 4-3 Performance evaluation for one-hour average concentration CS1 and CS2. 

Numbers of values in the data set (NS1 and NS2). Percentage within a factor of 2 (FAC2S1 

and FAC2S2). The geometric mean value (GMS1 and GMS2), and the geometric mean-

variance (VGS1 and VGS2). 

Station NS1 FAC2S1 GMS1 VGS1 NS2 FAC2S2 GMS2 VGS2 

Höfn 184 27.7% 0.37 19.7 204 24.0% 0.51 123.1 

Kollaleira 213 44.6% 0.48 4.8 228 36.8% 0.70 6.5 

Vopnafjörður 180 32.8% 0.60 7.7 165 37.0% 0.52 15.0 

Eyvindarstaðir 94 52.1% 0.77 3.9 104 37.5% 0.88 9.0 

Mývatn 120 44.2% 0.77 3.9 137 29.2% 1.04 8.3 

 

Table 4-4 Performance evaluation for nine-hour mean concentration CS1 and CS2. Numbers 

of values in the data set (NS1 and NS2). Percentage within a factor of 2 (FAC2S1 and FAC2S2). 

The geometric mean value (GMS1 and GMS2), and the geometric mean-variance (VGS1 and 

VGS2). 

Station NS1 FAC2S1 GMS1 VGS1 NS2 FAC2S2 GMS2 VGS2 

Höfn 235 22.6% 0.37 9.1 266 35.3% 0.56 22.7 

Kollaleira 234 44.0% 0.52 3.2 267 42.7% 0.76 4.1 

Vopnafjörður 237 54.4% 0.56 3.6 221 38.9% 0.64 5.7 

Eyvindarstaðir 106 62.3% 0.68 3.0 130 41.5% 0.87 4.8 

Mývatn 160 50.0% 0.76 2.1 181 36.5% 1.13 3.4 
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4.5.2 Impact on air quality 

The predicted frequency of concentration exceeding the hourly health limit from the small 

source (S1) in December 2014 was mainly in the range of 5% - 15% east and northeast of 

Holuhraun (Figure 4-12a). The higher frequency area was mostly limited by the Vatnajökull 

glacier to the south although an area straight to the south of Holuhraun showed frequency in 

the range of 5% - 10% over the glacier.  

Figure 4-12 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit (350 

g/m3) in December 2014 and observed frequency at the monitoring stations. a) CALPUFF 

simulation using only the first point source (S1), b) CALPUFF simulation using only the 

second point source (S2). 

 

 
b) 

a) 
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The predicted frequency at the monitoring stations in the eastern part of Iceland was well 

below the observed value. However, the sum of both sources created a frequency of total 

simulated concentration of SO2 above the threshold of 350 g/m3 well comparable with the 

observed frequencies (Figure 4-10d). The highest predicted frequency from the CALPUFF 

simulation using only the second emission source (S2) was to the southeast from Holuhraun 

in the range of 5% - 10%. The higher frequency area reached over the glacier towards Höfn 

but occurred also on mountain tops to the north and east of the eruption (Figure 4-12b). The 

predicted frequency in the range of 1% - 5% stretched far to the south, east, and north from 

Holuhraun, over two times farther than the same predicted frequency using the S1 emission 

source. 

4.6 Performance evaluation using the 

HARMONIE NWP data  

The distribution of SO2 was also simulated for December 2014 using the HARMONIE NWP 

data (HARMONIE run) as the initial guess field in the CALMET model. The model settings 

in the CALPUFF modelling system was the same as for the run using the ECWF NWP data 

(ECMWF run), using the same point sources and emission rates. December was selected due 

to frequent pollution events occurring at Höfn in that month in order to investigate the 

model’s ability to simulate the distribution of SO2 using NWP data with higher resolution in 

time and space in complicated terrain, especially over the Vatnajökull glacier. The 

performance evaluation was made using five monitoring stations in the east, northeast, and 

southeast part of Iceland. Only insignificant events occurred in the southwest part of Iceland 

during December 2014 and the observed concentration of SO2 never exceeded the hourly 

health limit. Based on that, the monitoring stations Gröf, Grensásvegur, and Hveragerði were 

not used for the performance evaluation in December.  

4.6.1 Plume height 

The plume heights from the two point-sources S1 and S2 in the HARMONIE run in 

December were in good correlation to the plume heights in the ECMWF run (Figure 4-13), 

but the daily plume heights in the HARMONIE run had greater variations than the plume 

height in the ECMWF run. The monthly average plume height from the first point-source 

S1 was 290 m in the ECMWF run, and 330 m in the HARMONIE run (Figure 4-13, blue 

and green lines). The monthly average plume height from the second point-source S2 was 

1.0 km in the ECMWF run, but 1.1 km in the HARMONIE run (Figure 4-13, red and 

turquoise lines). The observed plume height had only observations on seven days in 

December (Figure 4-13, black points). Six observations were higher than the simulated 

plume heights from the S2 point-source and only one had lower value, on the 9th of 

December. The observed daily mean plume height was in most cases near or within the 95% 

confidence interval on either of the simulation but on the 2nd of December the observed value 

was 2.5 km while the simulated plume heights were about 750 m. The average plume height 

from the 7 observations in December was 1.7 km, or approximately 70% higher than the 

monthly mean plume heights in the simulations.   
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Figure 4-13. Observed and simulated plume height in December 2014. Observerved plume 

eight (black dots) data from Pfeffer et al. (2018). Simulated plume heigth from both point-

sources. The ECMWF run, S1 (blue line) and  S2 (red line), and the HARMONIE run, S1 

(green line) and S2 (turquoise line). The 95% confidence interval (shaded area in matching 

colors).   

4.6.2 One-hour average Co, CpE, and CpH 

One-hour average observed concentration of SO2 at the monitoring stations (Co), was paired 

to the predicted concentration from both simulations at the receptor nearest to the monitoring 

stations. The simulated concentration using the ECMWF NWP data is specified as CpE and 

the simulated concentration using the HARMONIE NWP data is specified as CpH. The 

concentration CpH has on many occasions much higher maximum than the Co and CpE 

sometimes in multiples of magnitude (Figure 4-14). This applies at all five stations where 

the highest predicted concentration CpH was over 6000 µg/m³ at Höfn and Mývatn and over 

2000 µg/m³ at the other stations. The Co reached 2000 µg/m³ at Höfn on the 8th of December 

(Figure 4-14 a). The simulated concentration CpE and CpH correlated well with each other 

but arrived at Höfn almost 12 hours too early and with double magnitude. On the 19th of 

December, the CpE arrived again half a day too early with about 50% higher value than the 

Co. The CpH arrived also too early on the 19th with a maximum of c.a. 7000 µg/m³, over three 

times the observed concentration. On the 13th of December at Vopnafjörður (Figure 4-14 c), 

the observed concentration was above the health limit for most of the day with a maximum 

concentration of 1500 µg/m³. The timing of the CpE during the event was in good correlation 

with the Co but it did not last as long as the observed event. The CpH did not simulate that 

pollution event at all.  

a 
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b 

 
c 

 
d 

 
e 

 
Figure 4-14 One-hour average concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ at (a) Höfn, (b)  Kollaleira, 

(c) Vopnafjörður, (e) Eyvindarstaðir, and (f) Mývatn. Observed values Co (black line), 

predicted values by using ECMWF data CpE (red line) and predicted values by using 

HARMONIE data CpH (blue line). Red dashed horisontal line marks the health limit of 350 

µg/m³. 

4.6.3 Nine-hour running mean, Co, CpE, and CpH 

Nine-hour running mean function was applied to the observations from the monitoring 

stations as well as on the predicted values from both CALPUFF simulations for December 

2014. The distinction between pollution events became more easily identifiable at a glance 

by applying the nine-hour running mean function (Figure 4-15), but the narrow maximum 

of the CpH often overpowered the smaller details of the pollution events when looking at the 

one-hour mean concentration of SO2 (Figure 4-14).  Pollution events were frequent in Höfn 

in December, but neither CpE nor CpH fit with the observed concentration (Figure 4-15a). 

During the first pollution event at Höfn on the 5th of December, both predictions were off 

and arriving too late by a few hours. The CpE was overestimating the concentration whereas 

the CpH had similar concentration as the Co. At Kollaleira the CpH had a better correlation to 

Co on the 13th of December as at Vopnafjörður on the 8th and 29th of December (Figure 4-14 
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b and c). The CpH overshot the concentrations on several occasions, more often than the CpE 

at Mývatn and Eyvindarstaðir (Figure 4-14d and e).  

 

a 

 
b 

 
c 

 
d 

 
e 

 
Figure 4-15 Nine-hour running mean concentration of SO2 in µg/m³ at (a) Höfn, (b)  

Kollaleira, (c) Vopnafjörður, (e) Eyvindarstaðir, and (f) Mývatn. Observed values Co (black 

line), predicted values by using ECMWF data CpE (red line) and predicted values by using 

HARMONIE data CpH (blue line). Red dashed horisontal line marks the 1-hour health limit 

of 350 µg/m³. 
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4.6.4 Performance evaluation 

Performance evaluation was made by calculating the FAC2 at five monitoring stations, 

Höfn, Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn using a one-hour average 

concentration of both CpE and CpH and the observed concentration Co. Excluding values when 

both predicted and observed concentration was below the quantification limit of 30 µg/m³. 

As before, values below the quantification limit in the remaining data set were set to 30 

µg/m³. The number of values used in the calculations was NE and NH. The geometric mean 

values GME and GMH and the geometric mean-variance VGE and VGH were calculated for 

both simulations (Table 4-5). The performance at Höfn was slightly worse using the 

HARMONIE run, the FAC2E was 29.8% while FAC2H was 27.1% (Table 4-5).  The 

ECMWF run was underestimating the concentration with GME = 0.89 while the GMH was 

1.03, very close to a perfect balance in a model or no systematic bias. The VGH was very 

high at Höfn or 37.2 implying a high quantity of random scatter within the model. The 

FAC2H was higher than the FAC2E at the other stations, Kollaleira, Vopnafjörður, 

Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn (Table 4-5).  The FAC2E was ranging from 35% at Kollaleira 

up to 36.4% at Vopnafjörður while the FAC2H was ranging from 36% at Mývatn up to 41.5% 

at Eyvindarstaðir. All simulations had poor quality except at Eyvindarstaðir in the 

HARMONIE run. The systematic bias was grater in the HARMONIE run, overestimating 

the concentration at all stations with GMH ranging from 1.25 at Kollaleira up to 2.26 at 

Mývatn. The ECMWF run was slightly underestimating the concentration at Kollaleira and 

Vopnafjörður with GME equals to 0.95 at both stations. The ECMWF run overestimated the 

concentration at Eyvindarstaðir and Mývatn with GME 1.38 and 1.47. The geometric mean-

variance was higher in the HARMONIE run at all four stations ranging from 8 at 

Vopnafjörður up to 39.8 at Mývatn while the VGE was ranging from 5.8 up to 8.7 implying 

less random scattering in the ECMWF run.  

Table 4-5 Performance evaluation for one-hour average concentration CpE and CpH. 

Numbers of values in the data set (NE and NH). Percentage within a factor of 2 (FAC2E and 

FAC2H). The geometric mean value (GME and GMH), and the geometric mean-variance 

(VGE and VGH). 

Station NE FAC2E GME VGE NH FAC2H GMH VGH 

Höfn 215 29.8% 0.89 28.7 214 27.1% 1.03 37.2 

Kollaleira 237 35.0% 0.95 6.3 256 38.3% 1.25 9.1 

Vopnafjörður 206 36.4% 0.95 7.7 230 39.6% 1.30 8.0 

Eyvindarstaðir 128 35.2% 1.38 5.8 147 41.5% 1.74 13.2 

Mývatn 151 35.8% 1.47 8.7 164 36.0% 2.26 39.8 

 

The performance was also evaluated using nine-hour running mean concentration CpE, CpH, 

and Co (Table 4-6). The performance FAC2E in the ECMWF run increased at all stations 

except at Mývatn, ranging from 36.4% at Mývatn up to 52.3% at Vopnafjörður. The random 

scatter decreased at all stations with VGE ranging from 2.9 at Vopnafjörður up to 8.2 at Höfn. 

The performance FAC2H in the HARMONIE run increased at all five stations, ranging from 

29.9% at Mývatn up to 53.2 % at Vopnafjörður. The VGH was also smaller, ranging from 

3.6 at Vopnafjörður up to 22.5 at Mývatn. Comparing the performance between the ECMWF 

and HARMONIE run, for one-hour average, the FAC2E was higher than FAC2H at four 
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stations, Höfn, Kollaleira, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn, whereas the FAC2H was now higher 

at Vopnafjörður (Table 4-6). The quality was acceptable at Vopnafjörður in both 

simulations, and marginal at Kollaleira. The quality at Höfn remained poor in both 

simulations, but the quality increased at Eyvindarstaðir in the ECMWF run up to marginal. 

The GME values were close to 1 at three stations, with slight underestimation at Höfn and 

Vopnafjörður, but overestimation at Kollaleira. At Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn the ECMWF 

run had grater overestimation, GME 1.27 and 1.43. The HARMONIE run had slight 

overestimation at Höfn, but grater overestimation of the concentration at the other stations, 

ranging from 1.36 at Vopnafjörður up to 2.58 at Mývatn.  

Table 4-6 Performance evaluation for nine-hour running mean concentration CpE and CpH. 

Numbers of values in the data set (NE and NH). Percentage within a factor of 2 (FAC2E and 

FAC2H). The geometric mean value (GME and GMH), and the geometric mean-variance 

(VGE and VGH). 

Station NE FAC2E GME VGE NH FAC2H GMH VGH 

Höfn 271 38.7% 0.89 8.2 265 34.0% 1.10 11.0 

Kollaleira 273 45.1% 1.06 3.4 309 41.4% 1.58 4.8 

Vopnafjörður 281 52.3% 0.98 2.9 297 53.2% 1.36 3.6 

Eyvindarstaðir 161 44.7% 1.27 3.6 185 36.8% 1.73 6.8 

Mývatn 206 36.4% 1.43 4.2 234 29.9% 2.58 22.5 

 

4.6.5 Impact on the air quality 

The impact on the air quality evaluated from the CALPUFF simulation using the 

HARMONIE NWP data in December (Figure 4-16) was highest over the east part of Iceland. 

The northwest part of Iceland was not affected during this period according to the simulation. 

The monitoring stations in southwest Iceland had a frequency of 0% in December, but the 

predicted frequency in Hveragerði was in the range of 1% - 5%. The predicted frequency 

was much higher than the observed frequency at Mývatn and Kollaleira (0.8% and 0.4%), 

but the frequency at Eyvindarstaðir, Vopnafjörður, and Höfn was in context with the 

predicted frequency. The frequency in the HARMONIE run was similar to the frequency in 

the ECMWF run (Figure 4-17). The higher frequency in the HARMONIE run, in the range 

of 5% - 10% reaches further to the north than in the ECMWF run. South of Holuhraun the 

frequency in the HARMONIE run is in the range of 1% - 10% while the frequency in the 

ECMWF run is in the range of 5% - 15%. Both simulations had frequency in the range of 

5% - 10% near Höfn which was in good agreement with the observed frequency of 8.7%.  

At the monitoring station, Kollaleira in Reyðarfjörður, the observed frequency for December 

2014 was 0.4%. Both simulations predicted higher frequency, the ECMWF run in the range 

of 1% - 5%, but the HARMONIE run in the range of 5% - 10% (Figure 4-17). The same was 

true at the monitoring station Mývatn where both simulations had a higher frequency than 

was observed. The HARMONIE run had a higher frequency within valleys and fjords than 

the ECMWF run, evident in the big valley between Vopnafjörður and Kollaleira and also in 

Reyðarfjörður, the narrow fjord, where Kollaleira is located. 
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Figure 4-16 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit (350 

g/m3) in December 2014. CALPUFF simulation using HARMONIE NWP data and 

observed frequency at the monitoring stations (circles and values). 

  
Figure 4-17 Frequency of hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit in 

December 2014. Close-up from Figure 4-10d and Figure 4-16. CALPUFF simulation using 

ECMWF NWP data (left) and HARMONIE NWP data (right) and observed frequency at the 

monitoring stations. 
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A frequency range of 1% - 5% corresponds to approximately 7 – 36 hours per month of bad 

air quality where the concentration of SO2 exceeded the one-hour health limit. A range of 

5% - 10% corresponds to about 37 to 73 hours, and 10% to 15% to about 74 to 110 hours. 

The difference between the frequency in the ECMWF and the HARMONIE run was 

obtained by subtracting the frequency in the HARMONIE run in December from the 

frequency in the ECMWF run at each receptor (Figure 4-18). Higher frequency in the 

HARMONIE run leads to negative values (orange) and higher frequency in the ECMWF run 

leads to positive values. The difference ranged mostly from -30 hours up to + 30 hours. There 

was a clear pattern in the outcome, where the ECMWF run had higher frequency at higher 

altitudes, e.g. over the main glaciers Vatnajökull, Hofsjökull, Langjökull, and Mýrdalsjökull 

as well as over the mountainous area in the center of northern Iceland (Figure 4-18).  The 

HARMONIE run had higher frequency at lower altitudes, southeast of Vatnajökull glacier, 

in valleys in the northeast and east Iceland and south of Langjökull glacier.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-18 The difference between the frequency of concentration of SO2 exceeding the 

health limit in the ECMWF and the HARMONIE run at each receptor expressed in number 

of hours. Higher frequency in the HARMONIE run applies to negative values (orange) and 

higher frequency in the ECMWF run applies to positive values (blue).    
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5 Discussion 

The quality of a dispersal model depends on several parameters, and it is likely that some 

play a more significant role than others. The sensitivity of the CALPUFF dispersal model to 

some key parameters was investigated. Specifically, this study quantified the effect of the 

description of the emission source and the usage of high-resolution meteorological data on 

modelled variables, such as the volcanic plume height, the SO2 ground concentrations, and 

the impact on the air quality. Here, the main findings are highlighted, and the significance 

of the findings are evaluated. 

5.1 Interpretation of the results 

5.1.1 Plume height 

A significant difference was found between the observed and the predicted plume height 

during the eruption. The observations were conducted by various methods in harsh weather 

conditions, resulting in long time gaps and great uncertainty especially during the darkest 

months, December and January (Figure 2-4). Analysing a few dates where the difference 

between the observed and predicted daily plume height was great showed clearly that the 

timing of the observations where highly important (Figure 5-1). On three days, the predicted 

plume height rose with convection during the brightest hours explaining the difference of 

the predicted and observed daily 

average value. This was not the 

case on the 13th of November 

2014 when the observed plume 

height was 3.5 km (11 500 ft) and 

the predicted daily average plume 

height (S2) was 1 km (3300 ft) 

(Figure 4-1 and 5-1) or 2.5 km 

difference. That day a warm front 

passed over the eruption site with 

strong east- and northeast winds 

and precipitation (IMO, 2014f). 

The air was stable between the 

predicted and observed plume 

heights from about 2100 ft up to 

10 000 ft according to a 

radiosonde from the 

HARMONIE NWP data (Figure 

5-2) (IMO, 2014a). According to 

Patrick et al. (2007) the vertical velocity of a plume has decelerated down to a buoyancy 

velocity within the first 100 m (328 ft). The heat from both the eruption and the hot lava 

field was likely to lead to increased instability near the surface which amplifies the 

convection at the lowest levels. It is unlikely that the volcanic plume could ascend through 

the stable cloud layer up to 10 000 ft and the predicted plume height was more realistic in 

this case. 

Figure 5-1 Plume height at selected dates (km). 

Predicted hourly plume height S2 (solid lines) using the 

ECMWF data. Observed daily average plume height 

(dashed horizontal lines), data from Pfeffer et al. 

(2018). 
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The mean observed plume height during the whole study period was almost 50% higher than 

the mean plume height calculated for the second point source S2 (Figure 4-1). Looking at 

December specifically the observed plume height was 70% higher than the simulated plume 

height, the monthly average value in December should though be taken cautiously as a very 

few measurements were made during that month and were unevenly distributed. The vertical 

velocity of the S2 point-source was defined as 15 to 25 m/s in September but 12 m/s from 

October to January. The monthly average plume height in the ECMWF run in September 

was 2.5 km, but the average observed plume height was 2.7 km, only 8% higher than the 

simulated plume height. The observations in September were frequent, resulting in 25 daily 

average values. Even though the uncertainty of the plume height was high, there was a 

significant difference in height. A part of this difference can be explained by the timing of 

the observations, usually during daylight hours when the plume height was higher (Pfeffer 

et al., 2018) but more plausible explanation for this difference is an underestimation of the 

vertical velocity of the S2 point-source, especially in October to January. The overestimation 

of the concentration in December in the ECMWF run was usually derived from the second 

point source S2 (Figure 4-11) and by increasing the vertical velocity, the volcanic cloud 

would likely reach the surface further from Holuhraun resulting in less concentration of SO2 

closer to the eruption site. Comparing the plume height in the ECMWF run and the 

HARMONIE run in December there was a good correlation between the simulations, but the 

plume height in the HARMONIE run had greater variations than the plume height in the 

ECMWF run (Figure 4-13). The plume height in the simulations is dependent on the vertical 

velocity of the volcanic plume, the buoyancy forces, and the stability of the atmosphere. 

Consequently, the confidence interval of the daily average plume height should be wider on 

days with unstable weather conditions but narrow on days when the air mass was stable. 

This indicates that the HARMONIE run showed stronger convection or buoyancy forces 

than the ECMWF run, resulting in higher daily mean plume height during unstable 

conditions. On the other hand, the plume height was on average lower in the HARMONIE 

run during stable conditions, indicating that the deceleration of the plume was greater.   

5.1.2 Performance evaluation 

In the comparison between the predicted and observed concentration, the main difference 

was the magnitude, which was on many occasions severe, both in the form of 

underestimations or overestimations of the predicted values. This was the case whether the 

comparison was made using a one-hour average, nine-hour running mean, or daily average 

Observed plume height 

Predicted plume height 

Figure 5-2 Radiosonde extracted from the HARMONIE NWP at Holuhraun, 13th of 

November 2014. Temperature °C with height (black line), dew point °C with height (red line) 

(IMO, 2014a). 
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values (Figure 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4). The timing of the predicted pollution events was mainly 

good, arriving approximately within ± 4 hours but the duration was frequently too short 

resulting in too narrow maximum (Figure 4-11). This can partially be explained by a known 

weakness affecting the CALPUFF model, but according to Rood (2014) the plume direction 

may be shifted by several degrees and the width of the plume can be too narrow. The quality 

was defined as acceptable if the FAC2 reached 50%, marginal between 40% and 50%, and 

poor below 40%. The performance evaluations for the whole study period using one-hour 

mean concentration showed that the quality never reached acceptable quality. The quality of 

the model was marginal at Gröf, Grensásvegur, Hveragerði, and Vopnafjörður, although 

Gröf was just below the 50% mark (Figure 5-3, black line) (Table 4-1).  The FAC2 was 

under 33% at the four stations closest to Holuhraun, Höfn, Kollaleira, Eyvindarstaðir, and 

Mývatn with poor quality.  

 

Figure 5-3 Performance evaluation: FAC2, VG, and GM at eight monitoring stations as 

function of distance from the eruption site. One-hour average concentration (black line), 

nine-hour running mean concentration (blue line), and daily average concentration (blue 

line). (Data from Table 4-1 and 4-2). 
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The geometric mean-variance was also high at those stations, VG >11, indicating a large 

amount of random scattering in the simulation. By applying the nine-hour running mean 

function, which seeks to flatten out the concentration curve, the performance improved at all 

stations with FAC2 over 50% at three stations, Gröf, Grensásvegur, and Vopnafjörður 

indicating an acceptable quality of the distribution model (Figure 5-3, red line) (Table 4-1). 

The quality was still poor at four stations, Höfn, Kollaleira, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn.  

The geometric mean-variance, VG decreased at all stations by 26% to 66% using the 9-hour 

running mean function, with the largest reduction at Höfn and Mývatn. The performance 

increased at most stations looking at the daily average concentration, especially at Gröf 

where the FAC2 was 71.6%. Gröf, Grensásvegur, and Vopnafjörður had acceptable quality 

while Höfn, Eyvindarstaðir, and Mývatn had poor quality. The performance of the 

CALPUFF model was, overall, increasing with distance from Holuhraun, except at 

Eyvindarstaðir, which stands out with the poorest performance (Figure 5-3). The geometric 

mean was highest closest to Holuhraun and decreasing with distance (Figure 5-3), thus the 

CALPUFF model was overestimating the concentration at stations closer to the eruption site, 

but underestimating the concentration at stations further from the eruption in southwest 

Iceland. Two stations stand out in the graph (Figure 5-3), Höfn and Eyvindarstaðir. The route 

to Höfn from Holuhraun is over very complicated terrain over the Vatnajökull glacier which 

can explain why the systematic bias according to the distance from the eruption does not fit 

at Höfn. Eyvindarstaðir showed the worst performance, with the highest GM of all the 

stations. The VG was also very high and the FAC2 was under 30% with very poor quality 

(Figure 5-3).  

 

5.1.3 Analysis of different simulations in December 2014 

There was a good correlation between the ECMWF and the HARMONIE runs in December 

2014, but the amplitude of the pollution events in the HARMONIE run was often 

significantly larger with a very narrow maximum (Figure 4-14). The timing of a pollution 

event was in many cases very similar in the ECMWF and the HARMONIE runs, usually 

arriving within a few hours from the observed pollution event. The performance evaluation 

for one-hour mean concentration was similar for both the ECMWF and the HARMONIE 

run (Figure 5-4, red and blue line). The FAC2 was slightly higher in the HARMONIE run, 

but the GM and the VG gave better results in the ECMWF run. The quality of the CALPUFF 

model was thus poor at all stations using one-hour mean concentration except at 

Eyvindarstaðir in the HARMONIE run, with marginal quality with FAC2H = 41.5%. This 

was interesting results giving that Eyvindarstaðir had the worst outcome when looking at the 

whole study period (Figure 5-3). The quality increased at most stations using the nine-hour 

running mean function, especially the ECMWF run (Figure 5-4, orange and turquoise line) 

but in the HARMONIE run the quality became worse at Mývatn and Eyvindarstaðir. The 

quality was thus acceptable at Vopnafjörður in both simulations but was still in the poor 

category at Mývatn and Höfn. The FAC2 increased slightly with distance from Holuhraun, 

showing the same trend as before but the stations in southwest Iceland were not included in 

the calculations for December, which distorts the perspective of the graphs. The 

HARMONIE run showed more random scattering at all stations compared to the ECMWF 

run with higher VG. Both simulations had GM close to 1 at Höfn with little systematic bias, 

but the HARMONIE run had greater overestimation than the ECMWF run at the other 

stations (Figure 5-4). These results indicate that using the HARMONIE NWP data with 

higher resolution in time and space did not improve the quality of the CALPUFF model 
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significantly. Even though the FAC2 was slightly higher in the HARMONIE run compared 

to the ECMWF run looking at one-hour concentration, the systematic bias was greater and 

showed more cases of extreme pollution events that resulted in higher VG in the 

HARMONIE run. This indicates that the resolution of the meteorological parameters had 

less relevance in improving the quality of the simulation as, for example, the description of 

the pollution source in the model.   

 

 

 

 

 

When comparing the quality of the CALPUFF modelling system from four different 

simulations in December 2014, the most interesting result showed that the highest quality 

was obtained when only the first point source was used in the model (Figure 5-5). This was 

true for Mývatn, Kollaleira, and Eyvindarstaðir, stations that had poor quality when the 

whole study period was used (Figure 5-3). The quality increased significantly by skipping 

the second point source in the model run, the VG was small at those stations, but the 

CALPUFF model underestimated concentration (Table 4-5). Vopnafjörður showed different 

results where the ECMWF S1 run had lower FAC2 than the other simulations using one-

hour mean concentration, but by using the nine-hour running mean function on the 

concentration at Vopnafjörður the quality increased significantly. This suggests that the 

timing of the pollution events from the first point-source was not accurate, and pollution 

events at Vopnafjörður had origin from both point sources. This was consistent with the 

comparison of the simulated and observed concentration at Vopnafjörður in December 

(Figure 4-11c).  Using nine-hour running mean function on the concentration showed also 

very interesting results, where the ECMWF S1 run had acceptable quality at three stations, 

Mývatn, Eyvindarstaðir, and Vopnafjörður (Figure 5-5). The quality was poor at Höfn in all 

four simulations in December and did not improve by using meteorological data with higher 

resolution (the HARMONIE run). The main improvement on the quality at Höfn was 

Figure 5-4 Performance 

evaluation of the ECMWF and 

the HARMONIE run.  FAC2, 

VG, and GM at five monitoring 

stations using one-hour 

average concentration (red and 

blue line), and nine-hour 

running mean concentration 

(orange and turquoise 

line)(Data from Table 4-5, and 

4-4).
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obtained by using a nine-hour running mean function on the concentration except in the 

ECMWF S1 run, suggesting that the S1 had limited influence on the dispersal forecast at 

Höfn and the timing and the magnitude of the pollution events were not accurate. The 

dispersion is essentially controlled by turbulence in the lowest levels which is hard to 

formulate due to its randomness. This leads to natural variability in the observed 

concentration that is hard to predict (Chang & Hanna, 2004). Complicated terrain increases 

the turbulence and thus the geometric mean-variance. This was the case at Höfn indicating 

that the route to Höfn had the most difficult terrain and that the CALPUFF model had the 

greatest problem simulating the concentration of SO2 in Höfn.   

5.1.4 Impact on air quality 

During the first month of the eruption, the intensity of the eruption was greatest. The volcanic 

cloud dispersed with the prevailing wind and it reached Finland on several occasions in 

September 2014 with the highest one-hour average value of about 180 g/m3 (Ialongo et al., 

2015). Southwest and southeast winds were prevailing in Iceland during September with 

large quantities of rain in the south and west Iceland, but the average monthly wind speed 

was just below the average (1980-2010) (IMO, 2014e). This correlates well with the areas 

where the highest impact on the air quality was simulated in September (Figure 4-10a), north 

and east from the eruption site. The concentration of SO2 was not measured in the east part 

of Iceland until about the middle of September and it is therefore hard to evaluate if the 

frequency of the hourly concentration of SO2 exceeding the health limit was reasonable. 

Frequent pollution events were simulated at Kollaleira and Vopnafjörður in September but 

no measurements were conducted during that time to compare to the simulations (Figure 4-2 

Figure 5-5 FAC2 in December 2014 from four simulations using one-hour average 

concentration (top) and nine-hour running mean concentration (bottom). The ECMWF 

run (red line), the HARMONIE run (orange line) (Table 4-5 and 4-6), the first point 

source in the ECMWF run (blue line), and the second point source in the ECMWF run 

(turquoise line) (Table 4-3 and 4-4). 
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e and f). The observed frequency at Mývatn was 2.2% in September, much lower than the 

predicted frequency of 10% - 15% suggesting that the impact on the air quality was less than 

shown in Figure 4-10a. The weather was mainly calm during October 2014 with persisting 

light easterly and northerly winds (IMO, 2014d), correlating well with the predicted 

frequency of concentration above the health limit in October (Figure 4-10b), but a clear 

tendency of overestimating the concentration in the north and east part of Iceland. In 

November north-easterly winds were prevailing during the first half of the month, but south-

easterly winds in the second half. The monthly mean wind speed was just above average 

value with a few stormy days (IMO, 2014c). This fits well with the predicted frequency in 

November 2014 (Figure 4-10c) and the observed frequency also correlated well with the 

predicted frequency.  The weather condition in December was characterized by stormy 

weather, northerly or variable wind directions with rain and snow (IMO, 2015b) which 

correlates well with the predicted frequency in December, especially at Höfn (Figure 4-10d). 

The stormy weather conditions continued in January, southerly, or variable wind direction 

accompanied by snow and rain (IMO, 2015c) correlated well with the predicted frequency 

in January 2015 (Figure 4-10e).  

The distribution of the predicted frequency was in good agreement with prevailing wind 

directions during the whole study period, the observed frequency was mostly in good 

correlation with the predicted frequency in November, December, and January, but a 

significant overestimation of the predicted frequency was present in September and October 

at stations closer to the eruption site. The first phase of the eruption lasted until mid-October 

and had the greatest discharge rate of the magma. During that time the main part of the lava 

field was formed. In the CALPUFF model settings, the first point-source was defined as 10% 

of the emission flux during the whole study period representing the low-level haze from the 

lava. This was probably too coarse approach, and a more realistic approach would be to 

gradually increase the influence of S1 during the first phase of the eruption from 1% up to 

10% following the formation of the lava.  

5.1.5 Effects of topography  

The monitoring station Kollaleira is situated in Reyðarfjörður, a narrow fjord that is 

surrounded by steep mountains (Figure 2-5) about 124 km east of the eruption site. The 

elevation of the receptor in the CALPUFF model that was closest to Kollaleira was at over 

600 m a.g.l, whereas the elevation at Kollaleira is close to sea level (Figure 5-6 blue line). 

The elevation of the receptors in Reyðarfjörður was far too high inside the fjord and the 

elevation did not decrease down to sea level until about 14°W, 11 km east of Kollaleira 

(Figure 5-7). Calculating the FAC2 at Kollaleira in December using a receptor with 

coordinates close to 65°N and 14°W and elevation close to 0 m increased the performance 

from 45.1% up to 46.9% using a nine-hour running mean concentration in the ECMWF run. 

The observed frequency of hourly concentration exceeding the health limit during the whole 

study period at Kollaleira was 1.4% while the predicted frequency was in the range of 5%- 

10% (Figure 4-9). The frequency east of Kollaleira at about 14°W was in the range of 1% to 

5% which correlates well with the observed frequency at Kollaleira. This suggests that 

selecting a receptor closest to a monitoring station in mountainous areas can cause 

difficulties or inaccuracies in the calculations and it could be beneficial to select a certain 

number of receptors within a defined area around the monitoring station or the four closest 

receptors and use a weighted mean concentration from those receptors in the calculations.  
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Figure 5-7 Elevation of the receptors in the CALPUFF model and the route from Holuhraun 

to the monitoring stations.  

The routes to Mývatn and Eyvindarstaðir lay directly to the north from Holuhraun toward 

Askja, a central volcano reaching 1516 m a.s.l, that can create a blocking effect in the 

CALMET model (Figure 5-7). If the Froude number is below a critical number, the wind 

adjustment in the CALMET model sets the wind direction tangent to the terrain. Two 

mountains were on the route to Mývatn, but three mountains on the route to Eyvindarstaðir 

(Figure 5-6). In the HARMONIE run the descend of the flow on the north side of Askja was 

stronger than in the ECMWF run with frequency in the range of 5% - 10% within the area 

between the mountains, while the frequency in the ECMWF run was 1% - 5% at the same 

area.  The performance evaluation at Mývatn and Eyvindarstaðir in December suggested that 

Figure 5-6 The elevation on route from Holuhraun to the monitoring stations. 

Stations in east Iceland (top) and southwest Iceland (bottom). Terrain from the 

CALPUFF model (Figure 5-7)  

Langjökull 

Hofsjökull 

Vatnajökull 
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the best quality was obtained by using just S1 in the model (Figure 5-5), containing only 

10% of the emission flux. The mean plume height from the second point source was about 

1 km a.g.l in December and the height difference between Holuhraun and Askja is only about 

750 m (Figure 5-6), thus Askja would not be a big barrier to cross. An area with lower 

frequency range is present on top of Askja in the ECMWF S1 run (Figure 4-12a) but along 

the west and east side of the mountain is a higher frequency in the range of 5% - 10% 

indicating the blocking effect where the plume was redirected around the mountain.   

The frequency in the ECMWF S2 run in December (Figure 4-12b), showed signals of a 

downslope. Southwest of Langjökull glacier and Hofsjökull glacier an area of a frequency 

of 1% to 5% was present indicating that the volcanic cloud descended from higher altitude 

towards the surface on the lee side of the mountains in mountain waves in strong north-

easterly winds. Southeast of Vatnajökull glacier an area with frequency in the range of 5% - 

10% was present just southwest of Höfn indicating downslope in strong north-westerly 

winds. On the 19th of December 2014, a pollution event occurred at Höfn with a maximum 

concentration of about 2000 g/m3 in the afternoon (Figure 4-14a). The ECMWF run 

predicted a pollution event about six hours too early of 2600 g/m3 that was mainly 

generated from the second point source (Figure 4-11a). At the same time, the HARMONIE 

run predicted a severe pollution event of over 6000 g/m3 lasting for about 24 hours (Figure 

4-14a). Increasing 

northerly winds were 

present on the 19th on 

December and a severe 

mountain wave formed 

over Vatnajökull glacier 

with a very strong slope 

wind on the lee side and 

also a wake with very 

low wind speed in front 

of the slope wind (Figure 

5-8). Similar weather 

conditions were present 

on the 10th, 14th, 15th and 

the 26th of December 

when pollution events 

occurred at Höfn and 

both simulations showed 

problems predicting the 

events.  

The HARMONIE model takes boundary conditions from the ECMWF model at the borders 

of the calculation domain of the model. Due to that, the two models are similar looking at 

the general mesoscale wind flow systems. The main difference between the model occurs at 

the lowest levels close to the surface. The ECMWF model uses a hydrostatic approximation 

where the atmosphere is close to hydrostatic equilibrium and the upward pressure gradient 

is balanced by the gravitational pull. This approximation is satisfactory when the horizontal 

grid resolution is at least 10 km (Wedi & Malardel, 2010). Propagation of gravity waves 

over mountains differs in a hydrostatic model compared to a non-hydrostatic model where 

the hydrostatic model produces gravity waves propagating vertically, but the non-hydrostatic 

Figure 5-8 Cross-section at 15.5 °W from the HARMONIE 

forecast. Wind speed and wind direction with height on the 19th 

of December 2014, 16 UTC (IMO, 2014b).  
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model generates trapped gravity waves that propagate horizontally, which is the correct case 

for example in the presence of vertical wind shear (Wedi & Malardel, 2010). The ECMWF 

model tends to under-predict the wind speed near the surface in a mountainous terrain and 

miss storms related to mountain waves (Owens & Hewson, 2018).  The HARMONIE model 

has a horizontal resolution of 2.5 km and is a non-hydrostatic model. The HARMONIE 

model is more skilled in predicting wind speed near the surface than the ECMWF model 

(Pálmason, 2018), but tends to overpredict the wind speed in stormy conditions, especially 

in the downslope wind connected to severe mountain waves. The vertical velocity is thus 

greater near mountains in the HARMONIE model and was evident when looking at the 

difference between the frequency of bad air quality in the HARMONIE and the ECMWF 

run (Figure 4-18). In weather conditions where the volcanic cloud crossed over mountains, 

the upward movement in the mountain wave was greater in the HARMONIE run and the 

volcanic cloud flowed above the mountains, resulting in lower frequency on the mountain 

tops in the HARMONIE run than in the ECMWF run. The downslope wind was also stronger 

in the HARMONIE run, resulting in higher frequency at the lee side of the mountains in the 

HARMONIE run. This was also evident at a smaller scale in east Iceland where the 

HARMONIE run had a higher frequency in the narrow fjords, e.g. Reyðarfjörður, but the 

ECMWF run had higher frequency at the mountain tops around the fjords (Figure 4-18). Due 

to stronger vertical and horizontal winds in the HARMONIE run, increased turbulence can 

be expected in the model that consequently results in greater variability of the simulated 

concentrations, both spatially and temporally. This explains the occurrence of the extreme 

pollution events and the higher geometric mean-variance that were present in the 

HARMONIE run and likely the primary cause of why the HARMONIE run performed worse 

than the ECMWF run.  

5.2 Main findings 

The definition of two point-sources within the CALPUFF model expressed the SO2 emission 

in the eruption in a realistic way. Analysis of the ECMWF S1 run versus the ECMWF S2 

run suggest that the low-level source S1 was responsible for the pollution events at shorter 

distances from the eruption site, up to about 100 km, whereas the higher-level source S2 was 

responsible for the widespread distribution of SO2. Applying a vertical velocity to the point-

sources emulated the volcanic plume realistically and showed good results where the plume 

height was controlled by the stability of the atmosphere. The results suggest that the vertical 

velocity used to characterize S2 from October 2014 to January 2015 was underestimated. 

The definition of S1 during the first phase of the eruption was a coarse approach and a 

gradual increase of the emission due to S1 in the first phase of the eruption, reflecting the 

increasing extension of the lava field, might improve the model results.  

The timing of the predicted pollution events was in general within ± 4 hours of the observed 

event, but the duration was frequently too short resulting in a too narrow maximum. The 

magnitude of the predicted concentration was on many occasions severely off, where both 

under- and overestimation was found. Using a nine-hour running mean concentration 

showed better performance than using one-hour concentration by reducing the influence of 

the timing and magnitude error.  

The quality of the ECMWF run for the whole study period was poor in the nearfield and at 

Eyvindarstaðir, but marginal or acceptable further from Holuhraun at a distance over 120 
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km from the eruption. The systematic bias showed an overestimation of the concentration 

closer to the eruption site but underestimating at longer distances. The random scatter was 

highest at Mývatn, Höfn, and Eyvindarstaðir where the quality of the distribution model was 

poorest. A comparison of different simulations in December showed that the quality 

improved significantly at Mývatn and Eyvindarstaðir by removing the S2 from the 

CALPUFF model.  Höfn remained with poor quality in all simulations and suggested that 

complicated terrain increased the natural turbulence in the atmosphere and thus decreased 

the skill of the model to predict the concentration at Höfn. Stations located in complicated 

topography showed higher VG, but the quality generally increased most at those stations 

using nine-hour running mean concentration.  

The performance of the ECMWF and the HARMONIE run was in general quite similar 

looking at one-hour mean concentration, but the ECMWF run showed better quality when 

nine-hour running mean concentration was used. Due to stronger winds near the surface in 

the HARMONIE model, especially in a stormy situation and near mountains when mountain 

waves form, increased variability of the predicted concentration was found in the 

HARMONIE run resulting in higher VG and worse performance in general.   

The impact on air quality was high during the eruption especially in the vicinity of the 

eruption with the worst air quality found at Höfn with estimated 24 days with a concentration 

of SO2 exceeding the daily health limit. The predicted frequency of hourly concentration 

exceeding the health limit was in good correlation with the prevailing wind during the study 

period. The too high modelled frequency in the north and east part of the country in 

September and October, is probably due to poor description of the first point-source in the 

CALPUFF model. The frequency was in good agreement with the observed frequency at the 

monitoring stations from November to January.   
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6 Conclusion 

 

SO2 atmospheric dispersal has, in general, a strongly temporal dependent dynamics, and 

combined with the implicit natural variation of an eruption, it becomes a very complex 

process to simulate by using constant input values. The quality of the CALPUFF model 

application to the eruption in Holuhraun was found to be acceptable in the performance 

analysis at most stations in the study. The ECMWF run showed the best results using a nine-

hour running mean concentration at stations at longer distances from Holuhraun. At stations 

closer to the eruption site the ECMWF run with only the low-level point source showed the 

best results, also using a nine-hour running mean concentration. The predicted pollution 

events were found to arrive within ± 4 hours with a tendency of having too short duration.   

The definition of the emission sources proposed in this study, two main sources with 

different vertical velocities, showed realistic results, where the height of the plume was 

controlled by the stability of the atmosphere and the vertical velocity of the plume. The low-

level source was primarily responsible for pollution events occurring in the nearfield while 

the higher-level source was responsible for pollution events at longer distances.  

Using the HARMONIE NWP data with higher resolution in the CALPUFF modelling 

system did not increase the quality of the dispersal simulation and other parameters such as 

the definition of the emission sources were found to have a higher influence on the quality. 

Stronger vertical movements and horizontal winds in the HARMONIE model, especially 

near mountains, triggering turbulent movements, increases the variability of the simulated 

concentrations, both spatially and temporally. More extreme pollution events and higher 

geometric mean-variance can thus be expected and was found to be the primary cause why 

the HARMONIE run showed worse performance than the ECMWF run.  

The frequency of bad air quality reflected well on the impact that the volcanic cloud had on 

the air quality in Iceland during the eruption and of the monitoring stations used in the study, 

Höfn was found to be the location most affected by the eruption.  

The CALPUFF model was calibrated in this study by looking at a few pollution events but 

it is evident that analysing longer periods is essential to gain a comprehensive idea of the 

model performance and limitations. It would be interesting to adjust the settings of the model 

to suggested improvements and rerun the whole study period. That is, adjust the vertical 

velocity of S2, change the influence of S1 during the first phase of the eruption, as well as 

investigate selections of receptors at the stations, and analyse the results. The eruption in 

Holuhraun started along a 1.5 km long fissure, that evolved down to four craters two weeks 

later. The two emission sources within the model was thus a simplification where point 

sources were used, and it would be informative to analyse the effect of using emission 

sources that resemble the evolution of the eruption.  

During the eruption in Holuhraun, the IMO issued hand-drawn forecast maps for the 

dispersal of SO2, and later also hourly forecasts of concentration of SO2 at the surface by 

using CALPUFF simulation (Barsotti et al., 2020) that were used by the authorities and the 

public to minimise the consequences of the pollution. Currently, the IMO runs daily 

CALPUFF model for hypothetical eruptions occurring at volcanoes that are under special 
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supervision. The ECMWF meteorological data is used in the simulations and the IMO 

produces hourly concentration maps valid for the next 48 hours. In light of the results of this 

study, it is not recommended to switch using HARMONIE NWP data where no 

improvement of the performance was found. Using the ECMWF NWP data in the CALPUFF 

model is also easier and quicker to run, as computer time using the HARMONIE NWP data 

increases by approximately 400%.  

Increased seismic activity during the last months at Thorbjörn, a volcano in southwest 

Iceland, has led to increased monitoring measures at IMO and hazard assessment studies are 

in progress. SO2 simulations for the productions of probabilistic hazard maps are currently 

performed for Thorbjörn by using the emission definitions that were proposed in this study, 

using two emission sources with different vertical velocities.  

Based on the results of this study it is important to account for the limitations and 

uncertainties of the CALPUFF model when forecasting concentration of SO2 is performed 

during an eruption crisis. That is, the area predicted to have high concentration of SO2 

according to the model might be shifted by several km to either side, and the concentration 

at a given place can either be higher or lower than predicted. It is also important to adjust 

the forecast for the timing uncertainties, approximately ± 4 hours. During an eruption, it is 

recommended to monitor the vertical velocity of the plume as well as the emission flux and 

plume height to be able to calibrate and initialize the model successfully. There is also an 

obvious air-quality monitoring gap in the north-western part of Iceland where no monitoring 

station is currently operating.       
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Appendix A  
 

Detailed information about the domain and grid resolution of the ECMWF and HARMONIE 

NWP data, as well as description of both the 2-D and the 3-D parameters extracted from the 

grid files by CALETA. Detailed description of the domain and grid resolution of the 

CALMET and the CALPUFF models and main model settings.    

 

Table A-1 The ECMWF domain and grid resolution. Total of 7105 gridpoints at 25 levels. 

ECMWF Domain Degrees Nr of grid 

points 

Resolution 

(degrees) 

Resolution 

(km) 

Longitude (x) 10°W - 28°W 145 0.125° ~ 5.2 – 6.5 

Latitude (y) 62°N - 68°N 49 0.125° ~ 13.9 

Vertical (z)  25 vertical layers at given pressure levels: 1000, 950, 925, 900, 850, 

800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10, 

7, 5, 3, 2, 1 (hPa) 

 

 

Table A-2 2-D parameters from the ECMWF grid files, extracted for each grid point at 

surface level by CALETA and converted into CALMET standardized parameters (ECMWF, 

2019b; Scire et al., 2011). 

ID  Name  Description Units CALMET units 

151 Mean sea 

level 

pressure 

Pressure of the atmoshpere 

calcualted at the height of the  

mean sea level 

Pa hPa 

144 Snowfall Water equivalent of accumulated 

snow depth 

m Flag 0 or 1 

228 Total 

precipitation 

Accumulated (24 hours) rain and 

snow falling to the surface  

m/12hrs cm (1-hr) 

 Model terrain 

height 

The height of the terrain in the 

model 

m m 
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Table A-3 3-D parameters from the ECMWF grid files, extracted for each grid point at all 

25 levels by CALETA and converted into CALMET standardized parameters (ECMWF, 

2019b; Scire et al., 2011). 

ID  Name  Description Units CALMET units 

156  Geopotential 

Height 

Height of a point in relation to 

its potential energy 

gpm Pressure mb 

Elevation m 

130  Temperature Air temperature K K 

131  U component 

of wind 

Eastward component of the 

horizontal wind speed 

m/s degrees m/s 

132  V component 

of wind 

Northward componone of the 

horixontal wind speed 

m/s degrees m/s 

133  Specific 

humidity 

Mass of water vapour per 

kilogram of moist air 

kg/kg Relative humitity % 

135  Vertical 

velocity 

Speed of downward and upward 

motion of the air 

Pa/s m/s 

 

Table A-4 The Harmonie domain and the grid resolution. In total 78 732 grid points in 15 

layers.  

HARMONIE 

Domain 

Degrees Nr of grid 

points 

Resolution 

(degrees) 

Resolution 

(km) 

Longitude (x) 10.037°W – 27.982°W 486 0.037° ~ 1.6 – 1.9 

Latitude (y) 62.0°N – 67.957°N 162 0.037° ~ 4.1 

Vertical (z)  15 vertical layers at given pressure levels: 1000, 950, 925, 900, 850, 

800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100 (Pa) 

 

Table A-5 2-D parameters from the HARMONIE grid files, extracted for each grid point at 

surface level by CALETA and converted into CALMET standardized parameters (Hirlam, 

2019; Scire et al., 2011).    

ID  Name  Description Units Converted 

units 

2 Mean sea 

level 

pressure 

Pressure of the atmoshpere 

calcualted at the height of the  

mean sea level 

Pa hPa 

8 Geometrical 

height 

The elevation of the terrain in the 

model 

m m 

61 Total 

precipitation 

Accumulated rain and snow falling 

to the surface  

kg/m2 cm (1-hour) 

65 Snow Water equivalent of accumulated 

snow depth 

kg/m2 cm 
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Table A-6 3-D parameters from the HARMONIE grid files, extracted for each grid point at 

all 15 levels by CALETA and converted into CALMET standardized parameters (Hirlam, 

2019; Scire et al., 2011). 

 

Table A-7 The domain and grid resolution of the CALMET meteorological model and the 

CALPUFF dispersion model 

CALMET 

Domain 

Degrees Nr of cells Resolution 

(degrees) 

Resolution 

(km) 

Longitude (x) 9.93°W – 26.00°W 350 ~ 0.0459° 1 km 

Latitude (y) 62.57°N – 67.25°N 250 ~ 0.0187° 1 km 

Vertical (z)  25 vertical levels between heights: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 

250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 2000, 

3000, 5000, 10000, 15000 (m) 

  

Table A-8 The main CALMET modelling settings, using the ECMWF or HARMONIE NWP 

data as the initial guess field.  

Parameter Value Description 

PMAP LCC Lambert Conformal Conic 

DATUM WGS-G Datum code for output coordinates 

IPROG 14 Use gridded prognostic wind field as initial guess field 

ZIMIN 20 m Minimum mixing height over land 

ZIMAX 2500 m Maximum mixing height over land 

IWFCOD 1 Use the diagnostic wind model to develop 3-D wind fields 

IFRADJ 1 Compute Froude number adjustment effects 

IKINE 0 Do not compute the kinematic effects of terrain 

IOBR 0 Do not use the O’Brien procedure 

TERRAD 8 km The radius of influence of terrain 

ID  Name  Description Units CALETA units 

6  Geopotential Geopotential, relative to mean sea 

level 

m2/s2 Pressure mb 

Elevation m 

11  Temperature Air temperature K K 

33  U component 

of wind 

Eastward component of the 

horizontal wind speed 

m/s Degrees, m/s 

34  V component 

of wind 

Northward component of the 

horizontal wind speed 

m/s Degrees, m/s 

52  Relative 

humidity 

Water vapour pressure, percentage 

of the saturated value 

% % 

40  Vertical 

velocity 

Speed of downward and upward 

motion of the air 

m/s m/s 
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Table A-9 The main CALPUFF modelling setting used in the study. 

Parameter Value Description 

PMAP LCC Lambert Conformal Conic 

DATUM WGS-G Datum code for output coordinates 

XSAMLEN 1 grid unit Maximum travel distance of a puff during one time-step 

XMINZI 20 m Minimum mixing height 

XMAXZI 2500 m Maximum mixing height 
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Appendix B  
Example of the CALPUFF control file calpuff.inp. In subgroup 17b at the end of the file, 

only first four of the 21 875 receptors are shown.   

---------------- Run title (3 lines) ------------------------------------------        

                  

                    CALPUFF MODEL CONTROL FILE 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                  

INPUT GROUP: 0 -- Input and Output File Names                      

--------------          

Default Name  Type          File Name          

------------  ----          ---------          

CALMET.DAT    input    ! METDAT =  CALMET.DAT !       

    or                  

ISCMET.DAT    input    * ISCDAT =             *       

    or                  

PLMMET.DAT    input    * PLMDAT =             *       

    or                  

PROFILE.DAT   input    * PRFDAT =             *       

SURFACE.DAT   input    * SFCDAT =             *       

RESTARTB.DAT  input    ! RSTARTB= restart_so2_b.dat            !        

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------             

CALPUFF.LST   output   ! PUFLST =CALPUFF.LST  !       

CONC.DAT      output   ! CONDAT =CALPUFF.CON     !    

DFLX.DAT      output   * DFDAT  =             *       

WFLX.DAT      output   * WFDAT  =             *       

                        

VISB.DAT      output   * VISDAT =             *       

TK2D.DAT      output   * T2DDAT =             *       

RHO2D.DAT     output   * RHODAT =             *       

RESTARTE.DAT  output   ! RSTARTE= restart_so2_e.dat            !       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------             

Emission Files          

--------------          

PTEMARB.DAT   input    * PTDAT  =             *       

VOLEMARB.DAT  input    * VOLDAT =             *       

BAEMARB.DAT   input    * ARDAT  =  baemarb.dat  *    

LNEMARB.DAT   input    * LNDAT  =             *       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------             

Other Files             

-----------             

OZONE.DAT     input    * OZDAT  =             *       

VD.DAT        input    * VDDAT  =             *       

CHEM.DAT      input    * CHEMDAT=             *       

H2O2.DAT      input    * H2O2DAT=             *       

HILL.DAT      input    * HILDAT=             * 

HILLRCT.DAT   input    * RCTDAT=             * 

COASTLN.DAT   input    * CSTDAT=             * 

FLUXBDY.DAT   input    * BDYDAT=             * 

BCON.DAT      input    * BCNDAT=             * 

DEBUG.DAT     output   ! DEBUG = debug.dat            ! 

MASSFLX.DAT   output   * FLXDAT=             * 

MASSBAL.DAT   output   ! BALDAT=  massbal.dat  ! 

FOG.DAT       output   * FOGDAT=             * 

RISE.DAT      output   * RISDAT=             * 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------             

All file names will be converted to lower case if LCFILES = T  

Otherwise, if LCFILES = F, file names will be converted to UPPER CASE                        

         T = lower case      * LCFILES = F *   

         F = UPPER CASE 

NOTE: (1) file/path names can be up to 70 characters in length 

                                         

Provision for multiple input files             
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----------------------------------                                 

     Number of CALMET.DAT files for run (NMETDAT)     

       Default: 1       ! NMETDAT =   1   !                    

                        

     Number of PTEMARB.DAT files for run (NPTDAT)     

       Default: 0       ! NPTDAT =  0  !                       

                        

     Number of BAEMARB.DAT files for run (NARDAT)     

       Default: 0       ! NARDAT =  0  !                       

                        

     Number of VOLEMARB.DAT files for run (NVOLDAT)   

       Default: 0       ! NVOLDAT =  0  !                                  

!END!                        

-------------           

Subgroup (0a)           

-------------                

  The following CALMET.DAT filenames are processed in sequence if NMETDAT>1                  

                        

Default Name  Type          File Name          

------------  ----          ---------          

 none         input    * ARDAT= baemarb.dat    *   *END*       

CALMET.DAT    input * METDAT =CALMET_1.DAT **END*       

CALMET.DAT    input * METDAT =CALMET_2.DAT **END*       

CALMET.DAT    input * METDAT =../CALMET_0227.DAT**END*       

CALMET.DAT    input * METDAT =../CALMET_0228.DAT**END*       

CALMET.DAT    input * METDAT =../CALMET_0229.DAT**END*       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------                     

INPUT GROUP: 1 -- General run control parameters      

--------------             

    Option to run all periods found            

    in the met. file     (METRUN)   Default: 0       ! METRUN =   0  !                       

                        

         METRUN = 0 - Run period explicitly defined below      

         METRUN = 1 - Run all periods in met. file    

                        

     Starting date:    Year   (IBYR)  --    No default   ! IBYR  =  YYYYb !                  

                       Month  (IBMO)  --    No default   ! IBMO  =  MMb !                    

                       Day    (IBDY)  --    No default   ! IBDY  =  DDb !                    

     Starting time:    Hour   (IBHR)  --    No default   ! IBHR  =  00 !                    

                       Minute (IBMIN) --    No default   ! IBMIN =   0  !                    

                       Second (IBSEC) --    No default   ! IBSEC =  0 !                   

                        

     Ending date:      Year   (IEYR)  --    No default   ! IEYR  =  YYYYe !                  

                       Month  (IEMO)  --    No default   ! IEMO  =  MMe !                    

                       Day    (IEDY)  --    No default   ! IEDY  =  DDe !                    

     Ending time:      Hour   (IEHR)  --    No default   ! IEHR  =  00 !                    

                       Minute (IEMIN) --    No default   ! IEMIN =   0  !                    

                       Second (IESEC) --    No default   ! IESEC =  0 !                  

                        

     (These are only used if METRUN = 0)       

                        

     Base time zone        (XBTZ) -- No default       ! XBTZ=  0 !                        

     The zone is the number of hours that must be     

     ADDED to the time to obtain UTC (or GMT)  

     Examples: PST = 8., MST = 7.              

               CST = 6., EST = 5.              

                        

     Length of modeling time-step (seconds)    

     Equal to update period in the primary     

     meteorological data files, or an          

     integer fraction of it (1/2, 1/3 ...)     

     Must be no larger than 1 hour             

     (NSECDT)                        Default:3600     ! NSECDT =  3600 !                    

       Units: seconds   

                        

     Number of chemical species (NSPEC)        
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       Default: 5       ! NSPEC =  2   !                       

                        

     Number of chemical species                

     to be emitted  (NSE)            Default: 3       ! NSE =  1   !                            

     Flag to stop run after                    

     SETUP phase (ITEST)             Default: 2       ! ITEST =  2   !                       

     (Used to allow checking                   

     of the model inputs, files, etc.)         

           ITEST = 1 - STOPS program after SETUP phase         

           ITEST = 2 - Continues with execution of program     

                       after SETUP             

                        

     Restart Configuration:                    

                        

        Control flag (MRESTART)      Default: 0       ! MRESTART =  3 !                    

                        

           0 = Do not read or write a restart file    

           1 = Read a restart file at the beginning of         

               the run  

           2 = Write a restart file during run 

           3 = Read a restart file at beginning of run         

               and write a restart file during run    

                        

        Number of periods in Restart           

        output cycle (NRESPD)        Default: 0       ! NRESPD =  24   !                      

                        

           0 = File written only at last period       

          >0 = File updated every NRESPD periods      

                        

     Meteorological Data Format (METFM)        

       Default: 1       ! METFM =  1   !                       

                        

           METFM = 1 - CALMET binary file (CALMET.MET)         

           METFM = 2 - ISC ASCII file (ISCMET.MET)    

           METFM = 3 - AUSPLUME ASCII file (PLMMET.MET)        

           METFM = 4 - CTDM plus tower file (PROFILE.DAT) and  

                       surface parameters file (SURFACE.DAT)   

           METFM = 5 - AERMET tower file (PROFILE.DAT) and     

                       surface parameters file (SURFACE.DAT)   

                        

     Meteorological Profile Data Format (MPRFFM)      

            (used only for METFM = 1, 2, 3)    

       Default: 1       ! MPRFFM =  1   !                      

                        

           MPRFFM = 1 - CTDM plus tower file (PROFILE.DAT)     

           MPRFFM = 2 - AERMET tower file (PROFILE.DAT)        

                        

     PG sigma-y is adjusted by the factor (AVET/PGTIME)**0.2   

     Averaging Time (minutes) (AVET)           

       Default: 60.0    ! AVET = 60. !                         

     PG Averaging Time (minutes) (PGTIME)      

       Default: 60.0    ! PGTIME = 60. !                       

!END!                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------        

INPUT GROUP: 2 -- Technical options                             

--------------    

     Vertical distribution used in the                          

     near field (MGAUSS)                   Default: 1     ! MGAUSS =  1   !            

        0 = uniform      

        1 = Gaussian     

                  

     Terrain adjustment method    

     (MCTADJ)Default: 3     ! MCTADJ =  3   !            

        0 = no adjustment         

        1 = ISC-type of terrain adjustment                      

        2 = simple, CALPUFF-type of terrain                     
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            adjustment   

        3 = partial plume path adjustment                       

                  

     Subgrid-scale complex terrain                              

     flag (MCTSG)                          Default: 0     ! MCTSG =  0   !             

        0 = not modeled  

        1 = modeled      

                  

     Near-field puffs modeled as  

     elongated slugs? (MSLUG)              Default: 0     ! MSLUG =  0   !             

        0 = no    

        1 = yes (slug model used) 

                  

     Transitional plume rise modeled?                           

     (MTRANS)Default: 1     ! MTRANS =  0   !            

        0 = no  (i.e., final rise only)                         

        1 = yes (i.e., transitional rise computed)              

                  

     Stack tip downwash? (MTIP)            Default: 1     ! MTIP =  0  !               

        0 = no  (i.e., no stack tip downwash)                   

        1 = yes (i.e., use stack tip downwash)                  

                  

     Method used to compute plume rise for                      

     point sources not subject to building                      

     downwash? (MRISE)                     Default: 1     ! MRISE =   1!             

        1 = Briggs plume rise     

        2 = Numerical plume rise  

        3 = Volcanic plume        

                  

     Method used to simulate building                           

     downwash? (MBDW)                      Default: 1     ! MBDW =   2  !              

        1 = ISC method   

        2 = PRIME method 

                  

     Vertical wind shear modeled above                          

     stack top (modified Briggs plume rise)?                    

     (MSHEAR)Default: 0     ! MSHEAR =  1  !             

        0 = no  (i.e., vertical wind shear not modeled)         

        1 = yes (i.e., vertical wind shear modeled)             

                  

     Puff splitting allowed? (MSPLIT)      Default: 0     ! MSPLIT =  0  !             

        0 = no (i.e., puffs not split)                          

        1 = yes (i.e., puffs are split)                         

                  

     Chemical mechanism flag (MCHEM)       Default: 1     ! MCHEM =  1   !             

        0 = chemical transformation not                         

            modeled      

        1 = transformation rates computed                       

            internally (MESOPUFF II scheme)                     

        2 = user-specified transformation                       

            rates used   

        3 = transformation rates computed                       

            internally (RIVAD/ARM3 scheme)                      

        4 = secondary organic aerosol formation                 

            computed (MESOPUFF II scheme for OH)                

                  

     Aqueous phase transformation flag (MAQCHEM)                

     (Used only if MCHEM = 1, or 3)        Default: 0     ! MAQCHEM =  0   !           

        0 = aqueous phase transformation                        

            not modeled  

        1 = transformation rates adjusted                       

            for aqueous phase reactions                         

                  

     Wet removal modeled ? (MWET)          Default: 1     ! MWET =  1   !              

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   
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     Dry deposition modeled ? (MDRY)       Default: 1     ! MDRY =  1   !              

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

        (dry deposition method specified                        

         for each species in Input Group 3)                     

 

     Gravitational settling (plume tilt)                        

     modeled ? (MTILT)                     Default: 0     ! MTILT =  0   !             

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

        (puff center falls at the gravitational                 

         settling velocity for 1 particle species)              

                  

     Restrictions:       

         - MDRY  = 1     

         - NSPEC = 1  (must be particle species as well)        

         - sg    = 0  GEOMETRIC STANDARD DEVIATION in Group 8 is                       

                      set to zero for a single particle diameter                       

                  

     Method used to compute dispersion                          

     coefficients (MDISP)                  Default: 3     ! MDISP =  3   !             

                  

        1 = dispersion coefficients computed from measured values                      

            of turbulence, sigma v, sigma w                     

        2 = dispersion coefficients from internally calculated  

            sigma v, sigma w using micrometeorological variables                       

            (u*, w*, L, etc.)     

        3 = PG dispersion coefficients for RURAL areas (computed using                 

            the ISCST multi-segment approximation) and MP coefficients in              

            urban areas  

        4 = same as 3 except PG coefficients computed using     

            the MESOPUFF II eqns. 

        5 = CTDM sigmas used for stable and neutral conditions. 

            For unstable conditions, sigmas are computed as in  

            MDISP = 3, described above.  MDISP = 5 assumes that 

            measured values are read                            

                  

     Sigma-v/sigma-theta, sigma-w measurements used? (MTURBVW)  

     (Used only if MDISP = 1 or 5)         Default: 3     ! MTURBVW =  3  !            

        1 = use sigma-v or sigma-theta measurements             

            from PROFILE.DAT to compute sigma-y                 

            (valid for METFM = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)                   

        2 = use sigma-w measurements                            

            from PROFILE.DAT to compute sigma-z                 

            (valid for METFM = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)                   

        3 = use both sigma-(v/theta) and sigma-w                

            from PROFILE.DAT to compute sigma-y and sigma-z     

            (valid for METFM = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)                   

        4 = use sigma-theta measurements                        

            from PLMMET.DAT to compute sigma-y                  

            (valid only if METFM = 3)                           

                  

     Back-up method used to compute dispersion                  

     when measured turbulence data are                          

     missing (MDISP2)                      Default: 3     ! MDISP2 =  3  !             

     (used only if MDISP = 1 or 5)                              

        2 = dispersion coefficients from internally calculated  

            sigma v, sigma w using micrometeorological variables                       

            (u*, w*, L, etc.)     

        3 = PG dispersion coefficients for RURAL areas (computed using                 

            the ISCST multi-segment approximation) and MP coefficients in              

            urban areas  

        4 = same as 3 except PG coefficients computed using     

            the MESOPUFF II eqns. 
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     [DIAGNOSTIC FEATURE]         

     Method used for Lagrangian timescale for Sigma-y           

     (used only if MDISP=1,2 or MDISP2=1,2)                     

     (MTAULY)Default: 0     ! MTAULY =  0  !             

        0 = Draxler default 617.284 (s)                         

        1 = Computed as Lag. Length / (.75 q) -- after SCIPUFF  

       10 < Direct user input (s)             -- e.g., 306.9    

                  

     [DIAGNOSTIC FEATURE]         

     Method used for Advective-Decay timescale for Turbulence   

     (used only if MDISP=2 or MDISP2=2)                         

     (MTAUADV)                             Default: 0     ! MTAUADV =  0  !            

        0 = No turbulence advection                             

        1 = Computed (OPTION NOT IMPLEMENTED)                   

       10 < Direct user input (s)   -- e.g., 800                

                  

     Method used to compute turbulence sigma-v &                

     sigma-w using micrometeorological variables                

     (Used only if MDISP = 2 or MDISP2 = 2)                     

     (MCTURB)Default: 1     ! MCTURB =  1  !             

        1 = Standard CALPUFF subroutines                        

        2 = AERMOD subroutines    

                  

     PG sigma-y,z adj. for roughness?      Default: 0     ! MROUGH =  0  !             

     (MROUGH)     

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

                  

     Partial plume penetration of          Default: 1     ! MPARTL =  0  !             

     elevated inversion modeled for                             

     point sources?      

     (MPARTL)     

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

                  

     Partial plume penetration of          Default: 1     ! MPARTLBA =  1  !           

     elevated inversion modeled for                             

     buoyant area sources?        

     (MPARTLBA)   

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

                  

     Strength of temperature inversion     Default: 0     ! MTINV =  0  !              

     provided in PROFILE.DAT extended records?                  

     (MTINV)      

        0 = no (computed from measured/default gradients)       

        1 = yes   

                  

     PDF used for dispersion under convective conditions?       

    Default: 0     ! MPDF =  0  !               

     (MPDF)       

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

                  

     Sub-Grid TIBL module used for shore line?                  

    Default: 0     ! MSGTIBL = 0  !             

     (MSGTIBL)    

        0 = no    

        1 = yes   

                  

     Boundary conditions (concentration) modeled?               

    Default: 0     ! MBCON = 0  !               

     (MBCON)      

        0 = no    

        1 = yes, using formatted BCON.DAT file                  

        2 = yes, using unformatted CONC.DAT file                
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     Note:  MBCON > 0 requires that the last species modeled    

            be 'BCON'.  Mass is placed in species BCON when     

            generating boundary condition puffs so that clean   

            air entering the modeling domain can be simulated   

            in the same way as polluted air.  Specify zero      

            emission of species BCON for all regular sources.   

                  

     Individual source contributions saved?                     

    Default: 0     ! MSOURCE = 0  !             

     (MSOURCE)    

        0 = no    

        1 = yes      

                  

     Analyses of fogging and icing impacts due to emissions from                       

     arrays of mechanically-forced cooling towers can be performed                     

     using CALPUFF in conjunction with a cooling tower emissions                       

     processor (CTEMISS) and its associated postprocessors.  Hourly                    

     emissions of water vapor and temperature from each cooling tower                  

     cell are computed for the current cell configuration and ambient                  

     conditions by CTEMISS. CALPUFF models the dispersion of these                     

     emissions and provides cloud information in a specialized format                  

     for further analysis. Output to FOG.DAT is provided in either                     

     'plume mode' or 'receptor mode' format.                    

                  

     Configure for FOG Model output?                            

    Default: 0     ! MFOG =  0   !              

     (MFOG)       

        0 = no    

        1 = yes  - report results in PLUME Mode format          

        2 = yes  - report results in RECEPTOR Mode format       

                              

     Test options specified to see if                           

     they conform to regulatory   

     values? (MREG)                        Default: 1     ! MREG =  0   !              

                  

        0 = NO checks are made    

        1 = Technical options must conform to USEPA             

            Long Range Transport (LRT) guidance                 

                       METFM    1 or 2                          

                       AVET     60. (min)                       

                       PGTIME   60. (min)                       

                       MGAUSS   1 

                       MCTADJ   3 

                       MTRANS   1 

                       MTIP     1 

                       MRISE    1 

                       MCHEM    1 or 3 (if modeling SOx, NOx)   

                       MWET     1 

                       MDRY     1 

                       MDISP    2 or 3                          

                       MPDF     0 if MDISP=3                    

  1 if MDISP=2                    

                       MROUGH   0 

                       MPARTL   1 

                       MPARTLBA 0 

                       SYTDEP   550. (m)                        

                       MHFTSZ   0 

                       SVMIN    0.5                                                      

!END!                                       

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------        

INPUT GROUP: 3a, 3b -- Species list                             

-------------------        

------------      

Subgroup (3a)     

------------         
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  The following species are modeled:                            

                  

! CSPEC =          SO2 !         !END! 

! CSPEC =          SO4 !         !END! 

                  

         Dry                OUTPUT GROUP 

    SPECIES          MODELED          EMITTED       DEPOSITED                NUMBER    

     NAME         (0=NO, 1=YES)    (0=NO, 1=YES)    (0=NO,                 (0=NONE,    

   (Limit: 12 1=COMPUTED-GAS        1=1st CGRUP,       

    Characters2=COMPUTED-PARTICLE   2=2nd CGRUP,       

    in length)3=USER-SPECIFIED)     3= etc.)    

                  

!          SO2  =         1,               1,           1,                 0   !     

!          SO4  =         1,               1,           1,                 0   !                      

!END!                    

  Note:  The last species in (3a) must be 'BCON' when using the boundary condition option (MBCON > 0).  Species 

BCON should  typically be modeled as inert (no chem transformation or removal).                                  

-------------     

Subgroup (3b)     

-------------     

  The following names are used for Species-Groups in which results                     

  for certain species are combined (added) prior to output.  The                       

  CGRUP name will be used as the species name in output files.  

  Use this feature to model specific particle-size distributions                       

  by treating each size-range as a separate species.            

  Order must be consistent with 3(a) above.                                         

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                             

INPUT GROUP: 4 -- Map Projection and Grid control parameters    

--------------               

     Projection for all (X,Y):    

     -------------------------               

     Map projection      

     (PMAP)                     Default: UTM    ! PMAP =  LCC ! 

                  

         UTM :  Universal Transverse Mercator                   

         TTM :  Tangential Transverse Mercator                  

         LCC :  Lambert Conformal Conic                         

          PS :  Polar Stereographic                             

          EM :  Equatorial Mercator                             

        LAZA :  Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area                    

                  

     False Easting and Northing (km) at the projection origin   

     (Used only if PMAP= TTM, LCC, or LAZA)                     

     (FEAST)                    Default=0.0     ! FEAST  = 500.000  !                    

     (FNORTH)                   Default=0.0     ! FNORTH = 500.000  !                    

                  

     UTM zone (1 to 60)  

     (Used only if PMAP=UTM)      

     (IUTMZN)                   No Default      ! IUTMZN =  33.0 !                     

                  

     Hemisphere for UTM projection?                             

     (Used only if PMAP=UTM)      

     (UTMHEM)                   Default: N      ! UTMHEM =  N ! 

         N   :  Northern hemisphere projection                  

         S   :  Southern hemisphere projection                  

                  

     Latitude and Longitude (decimal degrees) of projection origin                     

     (Used only if PMAP= TTM, LCC, PS, EM, or LAZA)             

     (RLAT0)                    No Default      ! RLAT0 = 65N  ! 

     (RLON0)                    No Default      ! RLON0 = 19W  ! 

                  

         TTM :  RLON0 identifies central (true N/S) meridian of projection             

                RLAT0 selected for convenience                  

         LCC :  RLON0 identifies central (true N/S) meridian of projection             

                RLAT0 selected for convenience                  

         PS  :  RLON0 identifies central (grid N/S) meridian of projection             
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                RLAT0 selected for convenience                  

         EM  :  RLON0 identifies central meridian of projection 

                RLAT0 is REPLACED by 0.0N (Equator)             

         LAZA:  RLON0 identifies longitude of tangent-point of mapping plane           

                RLAT0 identifies latitude of tangent-point of mapping plane            

                  

     Matching parallel(s) of latitude (decimal degrees) for projection                 

     (Used only if PMAP= LCC or PS)                             

     (XLAT1)                    No Default      ! XLAT1 = 64.25N  ! 

     (XLAT2)                    No Default      ! XLAT2 = 65.75N  ! 

                  

         LCC :  Projection cone slices through Earth's surface at XLAT1 and XLAT2      

         PS  :  Projection plane slices through Earth at XLAT1  

                (XLAT2 is not used)                                     

     ----------   

     Note:  Latitudes and longitudes should be positive, and include a                 

            letter N,S,E, or W indicating north or south latitude, and                 

            east or west longitude.  For example,               

            35.9  N Latitude  =  35.9N                          

            118.7 E Longitude = 118.7E                                  

                  

     Datum-region 

     ------------      

     The Datum-Region for the coordinates is identified by a character                 

     string.  Many mapping products currently available use the model of the           

     Earth known as the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84).  Other local              

     models may be in use, and their selection in CALMET will make its output          

     consistent with local mapping products.  The list of Datum-Regions with           

     official transformation parameters is provided by the National Imagery and        

     Mapping Agency (NIMA).       

                  

     NIMA Datum - Regions(Examples)                             

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------    

     WGS-84    WGS-84 Reference Ellipsoid and Geoid, Global coverage (WGS84)           

     NAS-C     NORTH AMERICAN 1927 Clarke 1866 Spheroid, MEAN FOR CONUS (NAD27)        

     NAR-C     NORTH AMERICAN 1983 GRS 80 Spheroid, MEAN FOR CONUS (NAD83)             

     NWS-84    NWS 6370KM Radius, Sphere                        

     ESR-S     ESRI REFERENCE 6371KM Radius, Sphere             

                  

     Datum-region for output coordinates                        

     (DATUM)                    Default: WGS-84    ! DATUM =  WGS-G !                  

                       

METEOROLOGICAL Grid:     

                  

     Rectangular grid defined for projection PMAP,              

     with X the Easting and Y the Northing coordinate           

                  

            No. X grid cells (NX)      No default     ! NX =  350 !                  

            No. Y grid cells (NY)      No default     ! NY =  250 !                  

         No. vertical layers (NZ)      No default     ! NZ =  25 !                   

                  

           Grid spacing (DGRIDKM)      No default     ! DGRIDKM =  2.00 ! 

Units: km                

                  

                Cell face heights 

                    (ZFACE(nz+1))      No defaults              

Units: m                 

! ZFACE = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,  

1200, 1400, 1600, 2000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 15000! 

 

            Reference Coordinates 

           of SOUTHWEST corner of 

                 grid cell(1, 1): 

                  

            X coordinate (XORIGKM)     No default     ! XORIGKM =  196.26425 !            

            Y coordinate (YORIGKM)     No default     ! YORIGKM =  253.390866 !           
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        Units: km                 

                  

COMPUTATIONAL Grid:      

                  

     The computational grid is identical to or a subset of the MET. grid.              

     The lower left (LL) corner of the computational grid is at grid point             

     (IBCOMP, JBCOMP) of the MET. grid.  The upper right (UR) corner of the            

     computational grid is at grid point (IECOMP, JECOMP) of the MET. grid.            

     The grid spacing of the computational grid is the same as the MET. grid.          

                  

        X index of LL corner (IBCOMP)      No default     ! IBCOMP =  1   !            

                  (1 <= IBCOMP <= NX)                           

                  

        Y index of LL corner (JBCOMP)      No default     ! JBCOMP =  1   !            

                  (1 <= JBCOMP <= NY)                           

                  

                  

        X index of UR corner (IECOMP)      No default     ! IECOMP =  350 !          

                  (1 <= IECOMP <= NX)                           

                  

        Y index of UR corner (JECOMP)      No default     ! JECOMP =  250 !          

                  (1 <= JECOMP <= NY)                                  

                  

SAMPLING Grid (GRIDDED RECEPTORS):                              

                  

     The lower left (LL) corner of the sampling grid is at grid point                  

     (IBSAMP, JBSAMP) of the MET. grid.  The upper right (UR) corner of the            

     sampling grid is at grid point (IESAMP, JESAMP) of the MET. grid.                 

     The sampling grid must be identical to or a subset of the computational           

     grid.  It may be a nested grid inside the computational grid.                     

     The grid spacing of the sampling grid is DGRIDKM/MESHDN.   

                  

        Logical flag indicating if gridded                      

        receptors are used (LSAMP)         Default: T     ! LSAMP = F !                

        (T=yes, F=no)    

                  

        X index of LL corner (IBSAMP)      No default     ! IBSAMP =  1   !            

         (IBCOMP <= IBSAMP <= IECOMP)                           

                  

        Y index of LL corner (JBSAMP)      No default     ! JBSAMP =  1   !            

         (JBCOMP <= JBSAMP <= JECOMP)                           

                  

                  

        X index of UR corner (IESAMP)      No default     ! IESAMP =  350   !          

         (IBCOMP <= IESAMP <= IECOMP)                           

                  

        Y index of UR corner (JESAMP)      No default     ! JESAMP =  250   !          

         (JBCOMP <= JESAMP <= JECOMP)                           

                  

       Nesting factor of the sampling                           

        grid (MESHDN)                      Default: 1     ! MESHDN =  1  !             

        (MESHDN is an integer >= 1)                                 

!END!                             

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                 

INPUT GROUP: 5 -- Output Options  

--------------    

      *                          *              

     FILE                       DEFAULT VALUE             VALUE THIS RUN               

     ----                       -------------             --------------                          

   Concentrations (ICON)              1                   !  ICON =  1   !             

   Dry Fluxes (IDRY)                  1                   !  IDRY =  0   !             

   Wet Fluxes (IWET)                  1                   !  IWET =  0   !             

   2D Temperature (IT2D)              0                   !  IT2D =  0   !             

   2D Density (IRHO)                  0                   !  IRHO =  0   !             

   Relative Humidity (IVIS)           1                   !  IVIS =  0   !             

    (relative humidity file is    
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     required for visibility      

     analysis)    

   Use data compression option in output file?                  

   (LCOMPRS)                           Default: T         ! LCOMPRS = F !              

                  

   *              

    0 = Do not create file, 1 = create file                     

                  

    QA PLOT FILE OUTPUT OPTION:   

                  

       Create a standard series of output files (e.g.           

       locations of sources, receptors, grids ...)              

       suitable for plotting?     

       (IQAPLOT)                       Default: 1         ! IQAPLOT =  1   !           

         0 = no   

         1 = yes  

                  

    DIAGNOSTIC MASS FLUX OUTPUT OPTIONS:                        

                  

       Mass flux across specified boundaries                    

       for selected species reported?                           

       (IMFLX)                         Default: 0         ! IMFLX =  0  !              

         0 = no   

         1 = yes (FLUXBDY.DAT and MASSFLX.DAT filenames         

                  are specified in Input Group 0)                          

       Mass balance for each species                            

       reported?  

       (IMBAL)                         Default: 0         ! IMBAL =  1  !              

         0 = no   

         1 = yes (MASSBAL.DAT filename is                       

              specified in Input Group 0)                       

                  

    NUMERICAL RISE OUTPUT OPTION: 

                  

       Create a file with plume properties for each rise        

       increment, for each model timestep?                      

       This applies to sources modeled with numerical rise.     

       (INRISE)                        Default: 0         ! INRISE =  0   !            

         0 = no   

         1 = yes (RISE.DAT filename is                          

                  specified in Input Group 0)                   

                  

    LINE PRINTER OUTPUT OPTIONS:  

                  

       Print concentrations (ICPRT)    Default: 0         ! ICPRT =  1   !             

       Print dry fluxes (IDPRT)        Default: 0         ! IDPRT =  0   !             

       Print wet fluxes (IWPRT)        Default: 0         ! IWPRT =  0   !             

       (0 = Do not print, 1 = Print)                            

                  

       Concentration print interval                             

       (ICFRQ) in timesteps            Default: 1         ! ICFRQ =  24   !            

       Dry flux print interval    

       (IDFRQ) in timesteps            Default: 1         ! IDFRQ =  1   !             

       Wet flux print interval    

       (IWFRQ) in timesteps            Default: 1         ! IWFRQ =  1   !             

                  

       Units for Line Printer Output                            

       (IPRTU)                         Default: 1         ! IPRTU =  1   !             

                       for            for                       

                  Concentration    Deposition                   

           1 =       g/m**3         g/m**2/s                    

           2 =      mg/m**3        mg/m**2/s                    

           3 =      ug/m**3        ug/m**2/s                    

           4 =      ng/m**3        ng/m**2/s                    

           5 =     Odour Units    
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       Messages tracking progress of run                        

       written to the screen ?    

       (IMESG)                         Default: 2         ! IMESG =  2   !             

         0 = no   

         1 = yes (advection step, puff ID)                      

         2 = yes (,  old puffs,  emitted puffs)        

                  

     SPECIES (or GROUP for combined species) LIST FOR OUTPUT OPTIONS                   

                  

                 ---- CONCENTRATIONS ----   ------ DRY FLUXES ------   ------ WET FLUXES ------   -- MASS FLUX --                    

   SPECIES        

   /GROUP        PRINTED?  SAVED ON DISK?   PRINTED?  SAVED ON DISK?   PRINTED?  SAVED ON DISK?   

SAVED ON DISK?                     

   -------       ------------------------   ------------------------   ------------------------   ---------------                    

!          SO2 =     1,           1,           0,           0,           0,           0,           0   !                           

!          SO4 =     1,           1,           0,           0,           0,           0,           0   !                           

                  

  Note:  Species BCON (for MBCON > 0) does not need to be saved on disk.               

                  

     OPTIONS FOR PRINTING "DEBUG" QUANTITIES (much output)      

                  

       Logical for debug output   

       (LDEBUG)   Default: F     ! LDEBUG = T !          

                  

       First puff to track        

       (IPFDEB)   Default: 1     ! IPFDEB =  1  !        

                  

       Number of puffs to track   

       (NPFDEB)   Default: 1     ! NPFDEB =  1  !        

                  

       Met. period to start output                              

       (NN1)      Default: 1     ! NN1 =  1   !          

                  

       Met. period to end output  

       (NN2)      Default: 10    ! NN2 =  24  !                      

!END!                   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------              

INPUT GROUP: 6a, 6b, & 6c -- Subgrid scale complex terrain inputs                      

-------------------------         

---------------   

Subgroup (6a)     

---------------   

       Number of terrain features (NHILL)       Default: 0     ! NHILL =  0   !        

                  

       Number of special complex terrain                        

       receptors  (NCTREC)                      Default: 0     ! NCTREC =  0   !       

                  

       Terrain and CTSG Receptor data for                       

       CTSG hills input in CTDM format ?                        

       (MHILL)    No Default     ! MHILL =  2   !        

       1 = Hill and Receptor data created                       

           by CTDM processors & read from                       

           HILL.DAT and HILLRCT.DAT files                       

       2 = Hill data created by OPTHILL &                       

           input below in Subgroup (6b);                        

           Receptor data in Subgroup (6c)                       

                  

       Factor to convert horizontal dimensions  Default: 1.0   ! XHILL2M = 1.0 !        

       to meters (MHILL=1)        

                  

       Factor to convert vertical dimensions    Default: 1.0   ! ZHILL2M = 1.0 !        

       to meters (MHILL=1)        

                  

       X-origin of CTDM system relative to      No Default     ! XCTDMKM = 0 !         

       CALPUFF coordinate system, in Kilometers (MHILL=1)       
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       Y-origin of CTDM system relative to      No Default     ! YCTDMKM = 0 !         

       CALPUFF coordinate system, in Kilometers (MHILL=1)       

! END !                           

---------------   

Subgroup (6b)     

---------------   

                      1 **        

     HILL information    

                          

HILL           XC        YC       THETAH  ZGRID  RELIEF    EXPO 1    EXPO 2   SCALE 1    SCALE 2    AMAX1     

AMAX2                  

 NO.          (km)      (km)      (deg.)   (m)     (m)      (m)       (m)       (m)        (m)       (m)       (m)                   

----          ----      ----      ------  -----  ------    ------    ------   -------    -------    -----     -----                  

---------------   

Subgroup (6c)     

---------------          

    COMPLEX TERRAIN RECEPTOR INFORMATION                        

                  

                      XRCT         YRCT        ZRCT          XHH                       

                      (km)         (km)         (m)             

                     ------        -----      ------         ----        -------------------      

1                 

     Description of Complex Terrain Variables:                  

          XC, YC  = Coordinates of center of hill               

          THETAH  = Orientation of major axis of hill (clockwise from                  

                    North)        

          ZGRID   = Height of the  0  of the grid above mean sea                       

                    level         

          RELIEF  = Height of the crest of the hill above the grid elevation           

          EXPO 1  = Hill-shape exponent for the major axis      

          EXPO 2  = Hill-shape exponent for the major axis      

          SCALE 1 = Horizontal length scale along the major axis                       

          SCALE 2 = Horizontal length scale along the minor axis                       

          AMAX    = Maximum allowed axis length for the major axis                     

          BMAX    = Maximum allowed axis length for the major axis                            

          XRCT, YRCT = Coordinates of the complex terrain receptors                    

          ZRCT    = Height of the ground (MSL) at the complex terrain                  

                    Receptor      

          XHH     = Hill number associated with each complex terrain receptor          

                    (NOTE: MUST BE ENTERED AS A REAL NUMBER)               

   **             

     NOTE: DATA for each hill and CTSG receptor are treated as a separate              

           input subgroup and therefore must end with an input group terminator.            

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                     

INPUT GROUP: 7 -- Chemical parameters for dry deposition of gases                      

--------------    

      SPECIES     DIFFUSIVITY      ALPHA STAR      REACTIVITY    MESOPHYLL RESISTANCE     HENRY'S 

LAW COEFFICIENT                    

       NAME        (cm**2/s)     (s/cm)                (dimensionless)                        

      -------     -----------      ----------      ----------    --------------------     -----------------------                    

!  SO2 =            0.1509,        1.00E3,          8.0,          0.0,                    4.0E-2    !                  

!END!                        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                              

INPUT GROUP: 8 -- Size parameters for dry deposition of particles                      

--------------    

     For SINGLE SPECIES, the mean and standard deviation are used to                   

     compute a deposition velocity for NINT (see group 9) size-ranges,                 

     and these are then averaged to obtain a mean deposition velocity.                 

                  

     For GROUPED SPECIES, the size distribution should be explicitly                   

     specified (by the 'species' in the group), and the standard deviation             

     for each should be entered as 0.  The model will then use the                     

     deposition velocity for the stated mean diameter.          

                  

      SPECIES      GEOMETRIC MASS MEAN        GEOMETRIC STANDARD     DENSITY   FACTOR  

       NAME             DIAMETER                   DEVIATION                    SHAPE  
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                        (microns)                  (microns)       (g/cm^3)            

      -------      -------------------        ------------------  -----------  ------- 

! SO4 =             0.48,             2.00 !                      

!END!                         

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                      

INPUT GROUP: 9 -- Miscellaneous dry deposition parameters       

--------------    

     Reference cuticle resistance (s/cm)                        

     (RCUTR)                           Default: 30    !  RCUTR = 30.0 !                

     Reference ground resistance  (s/cm)                        

     (RGR)                             Default: 10    !    RGR = 10.0 !                

     Reference pollutant reactivity                             

     (REACTR)                          Default: 8     ! REACTR = 8.0 !                 

                  

     Number of particle-size intervals used to                  

     evaluate effective particle deposition velocity            

     (NINT)                            Default: 9     !   NINT =  9  !                 

                  

     Vegetation state in unirrigated areas                      

     (IVEG)                            Default: 1     !   IVEG =  1   !                

        IVEG=1 for active and unstressed vegetation             

        IVEG=2 for active and stressed vegetation               

        IVEG=3 for inactive vegetation                          

!END!                       

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                      

INPUT GROUP: 10 -- Wet Deposition Parameters                    

---------------               

                      Scavenging Coefficient -- Units: (sec)**(-1)                     

                  

       Pollutant      Liquid Precip.       Frozen Precip.          

       ---------      --------------       --------------       

!         SO2 =         3.0E-05,             0.0E00 !                 

!END!                 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------               

INPUT GROUP: 11 -- Chemistry Parameters                         

---------------                  

     Ozone data input option (MOZ)     Default: 1            ! MOZ =  0   !            

     (Used only if MCHEM = 1, 3, or 4)                          

        0 = use a monthly background ozone value                

        1 = read hourly ozone concentrations from               

            the OZONE.DAT data file                             

                  

     Monthly ozone concentrations 

     (Used only if MCHEM = 1, 3, or 4 and                       

      MOZ = 0 or MOZ = 1 and all hourly O3 data missing)        

     (BCKO3) in ppb                    Default: 12*80.          

     !  BCKO3 = 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00, 30.00 !   

                  

     Monthly ammonia concentrations                             

     (Used only if MCHEM = 1, or 3)                             

     (BCKNH3) in ppb                   Default: 12*10.          

     !  BCKNH3 = 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 !     

                  

     Nighttime SO2 loss rate (RNITE1)                           

     in percent/hour                   Default: 0.2          ! RNITE1 = .2 !           

                  

     Nighttime NOx loss rate (RNITE2)                           

     in percent/hour                   Default: 2.0          ! RNITE2 = 2.0 !          

                  

     Nighttime HNO3 formation rate (RNITE3)                     

     in percent/hour                   Default: 2.0          ! RNITE3 = 2.0 !                  

     H2O2 data input option (MH2O2)    Default: 1            ! MH2O2 =  1   !          

     (Used only if MAQCHEM = 1)   

        0 = use a monthly background H2O2 value                 

        1 = read hourly H2O2 concentrations from                

            the H2O2.DAT data file                              
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     Monthly H2O2 concentrations  

     (Used only if MQACHEM = 1 and                              

      MH2O2 = 0 or MH2O2 = 1 and all hourly H2O2 data missing)  

     (BCKH2O2) in ppb                  Default: 12*1.           

     !  BCKH2O2 = 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 !    

                     

 --- Data for SECONDARY ORGANIC AEROSOL (SOA) Option            

     (used only if MCHEM = 4)     

                  

     The SOA module uses monthly values of:                     

          Fine particulate concentration in ug/m^3 (BCKPMF)     

          Organic fraction of fine particulate     (OFRAC)      

          VOC / NOX ratio (after reaction)         (VCNX)       

     to characterize the air mass when computing                

     the formation of SOA from VOC emissions.                   

     Typical values for several distinct air mass types are:    

                  

        Month    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12              

                Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec             

                  

     Clean Continental   

        BCKPMF   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.   1.             

        OFRAC  .15  .15  .20  .20  .20  .20  .20  .20  .20  .20  .20  .15              

        VCNX    50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.             

                  

     Clean Marine (surface)       

        BCKPMF  .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5   .5              

        OFRAC  .25  .25  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .30  .25              

        VCNX    50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.  50.             

                  

     Urban - low biogenic (controls present)                    

        BCKPMF  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.  30.             

        OFRAC  .20  .20  .25  .25  .25  .25  .25  .25  .20  .20  .20  .20              

        VCNX     4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.   4.             

                  

     Urban - high biogenic (controls present)                   

        BCKPMF  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.  60.             

        OFRAC  .25  .25  .30  .30  .30  .55  .55  .55  .35  .35  .35  .25              

        VCNX    15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.             

                  

     Regional Plume      

        BCKPMF  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.  20.             

        OFRAC  .20  .20  .25  .35  .25  .40  .40  .40  .30  .30  .30  .20              

        VCNX    15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.  15.             

                  

     Urban - no controls present  

        BCKPMF 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100.             

        OFRAC  .30  .30  .35  .35  .35  .55  .55  .55  .35  .35  .35  .30              

        VCNX     2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.   2.             

                  

     Default: Clean Continental   

     !  BCKPMF = 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 !     

     !  OFRAC  = 0.15, 0.15, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.15 !     

     !  VCNX   = 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00, 50.00 !                     

!END!                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------        

INPUT GROUP: 12 -- Misc. Dispersion and Computational Parameters                       

---------------   

     Horizontal size of puff (m) beyond which                   

     time-dependent dispersion equations (Heffter)              

     are used to determine sigma-y and                          

     sigma-z (SYTDEP)                           Default: 550.   ! SYTDEP = 5.5E02 !    

                  

     Switch for using Heffter equation for sigma z              

     as above (0 = Not use Heffter; 1 = use Heffter             
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     (MHFTSZ)     Default: 0      ! MHFTSZ =  0   !      

                  

     Stability class used to determine plume                    

     growth rates for puffs above the boundary                  

     layer (JSUP) Default: 5      ! JSUP =  5   !        

                  

     Vertical dispersion constant for stable                    

     conditions (k1 in Eqn. 2.7-3)  (CONK1)     Default: 0.01   ! CONK1 = .01 !        

                  

     Vertical dispersion constant for neutral/                  

     unstable conditions (k2 in Eqn. 2.7-4)                     

     (CONK2)      Default: 0.1    ! CONK2 = .1 !         

                  

     Factor for determining Transition-point from               

     Schulman-Scire to Huber-Snyder Building Downwash           

     scheme (SS used for Hs < Hb + TBD * HL)                    

     (TBD)        Default: 0.5    ! TBD = .5 !           

        TBD < 0   ==> always use Huber-Snyder                   

        TBD = 1.5 ==> always use Schulman-Scire                 

        TBD = 0.5 ==> ISC Transition-point                      

                  

     Range of land use categories for which                     

     urban dispersion is assumed  

     (IURB1, IURB2)                             Default: 10     ! IURB1 =  10  !       

           19     ! IURB2 =  19  !       

                  

     Site characterization parameters for single-point Met data files ---------        

     (needed for METFM = 2,3,4,5) 

                  

        Land use category for modeling domain                   

        (ILANDUIN)Default: 20     ! ILANDUIN =  20  !    

                  

        Roughness length (m) for modeling domain                

        (Z0IN)    Default: 0.25   ! Z0IN = .25 !         

                  

        Leaf area index for modeling domain                     

        (XLAIIN)  Default: 3.0    ! XLAIIN = 3.0 !       

                  

        Elevation above sea level (m)                           

        (ELEVIN)  Default: 0.0    ! ELEVIN = .0 !        

                  

        Latitude (degrees) for met location                     

        (XLATIN)  Default: -999.  ! XLATIN = -999.0 !    

                  

        Longitude (degrees) for met location                    

        (XLONIN)  Default: -999.  ! XLONIN = -999.0 !    

                  

     Specialized information for interpreting single-point Met data files -----        

                  

        Anemometer height (m) (Used only if METFM = 2,3)        

        (ANEMHT)  Default: 10.    ! ANEMHT = 10.0 !      

                  

        Form of lateral turbulance data in PROFILE.DAT file     

        (Used only if METFM = 4,5 or MTURBVW = 1 or 3)          

        (ISIGMAV) Default: 1      ! ISIGMAV =  1  !      

            0 = read sigma-theta  

            1 = read sigma-v      

                  

        Choice of mixing heights (Used only if METFM = 4)       

        (IMIXCTDM)Default: 0      ! IMIXCTDM =  0  !     

            0 = read PREDICTED mixing heights                   

            1 = read OBSERVED mixing heights                    

                  

     Maximum length of a slug (met. grid units)                 

     (XMXLEN)     Default: 1.0    ! XMXLEN = 0.5 !       
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     Maximum travel distance of a puff/slug (in                 

     grid units) during one sampling step                       

     (XSAMLEN)    Default: 1.0    ! XSAMLEN = 1.0 !      

                  

     Maximum Number of slugs/puffs release from                 

     one source during one time step                            

     (MXNEW)      Default: 99     ! MXNEW =  99   !      

                  

     Maximum Number of sampling steps for                       

     one puff/slug during one time step                         

     (MXSAM)      Default: 99     ! MXSAM =  99   !       

                  

     Number of iterations used when computing                   

     the transport wind for a sampling step                     

     that includes gradual rise (for CALMET                     

     and PROFILE winds)  

     (NCOUNT)     Default: 2      ! NCOUNT =  5   !      

                  

     Minimum sigma y for a new puff/slug (m)                    

     (SYMIN)      Default: 1.0    ! SYMIN = 1.0  !       

                  

     Minimum sigma z for a new puff/slug (m)                    

     (SZMIN)      Default: 1.0    ! SZMIN = 1.0  !       

                  

     Maximum sigma z (m) allowed to avoid                       

     numerical problem in calculating virtual                   

     time or distance.  Cap should be large                     

     enough to have no influence on normal events.              

     Enter a negative cap to disable.                           

     (SZCAP_M)    Default: 5.0e06 ! SZCAP_M = -1.0  !                    

                  

     Default minimum turbulence velocities sigma-v and sigma-w  

     for each stability class over land and over water (m/s)    

     (SVMIN(12) and SWMIN(12))    

            

                     ----------  LAND  ----------       ---------  WATER  ----------   

        Stab Class :  A    B    C    D    E    F         A    B    C    D    E    F    

                     ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---       ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---   

     Default SVMIN : .50, .50, .50, .50, .50, .50,      .37, .37, .37, .37, .37, .37   

     Default SWMIN : .20, .12, .08, .06, .03, .016,     .20, .12, .08, .06, .03, .016  

                  

           ! SVMIN = 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, 0.370, 0.370, 0.370, 0.370, 0.370, 0.370!                             

           ! SWMIN = 0.200, 0.120, 0.080, 0.060, 0.030, 0.016, 0.200, 0.120, 0.080, 0.060, 0.030, 0.016!                             

                  

     Divergence criterion for dw/dz across puff                 

     used to initiate adjustment for horizontal                 

     convergence (1/s)   

     Partial adjustment starts at CDIV(1), and                  

     full adjustment is reached at CDIV(2)                      

     (CDIV(2))    Default: 0.0,0.0  ! CDIV = 0.0, 0.0 !  

                  

     Search radius (number of cells) for nearest                

     land and water cells used in the subgrid                   

     TIBL module  

     (NLUTIBL)    Default: 4      ! NLUTIBL = 4 !        

                  

     Minimum wind speed (m/s) allowed for                       

     non-calm conditions. Also used as minimum                  

     speed returned when using power-law                        

     extrapolation toward surface 

     (WSCALM)     Default: 0.5    ! WSCALM = .5 !       

                  

     Maximum mixing height (m)    

     (XMAXZI)     Default: 3000.  ! XMAXZI = 2500.0 !    

                  

     Minimum mixing height (m)    
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     (XMINZI)     Default: 50.    ! XMINZI = 20.0 !      

                  

     Default wind speed classes --                              

     5 upper bounds (m/s) are entered;                          

     the 6th class has no upper limit                           

     (WSCAT(5))                      Default   :                

       ISC RURAL : 1.54, 3.09, 5.14, 8.23, 10.8 (10.8+)  

                  

Wind Speed Class :  1     2     3     4     5            

   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---           

! WSCAT = 1.54, 3.09, 5.14, 8.23, 10.80 !       

                  

     Default wind speed profile power-law                       

     exponents for stabilities 1-6                              

     (PLX0(6))                       Default   : ISC RURAL values                      

       ISC RURAL : .07, .07, .10, .15, .35, .55          

       ISC URBAN : .15, .15, .20, .25, .30, .30          

                  

 Stability Class :  A     B     C     D     E     F      

   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---     

 ! PLX0 = 0.07, 0.07, 0.10, 0.15, 0.35, 0.55 !  

                  

     Default potential temperature gradient                     

     for stable classes E, F (degK/m)                           

     (PTG0(2))                       Default: 0.020, 0.035      

 ! PTG0 = 0.020,   0.035 !                      

                  

     Default plume path coefficients for                        

     each stability class (used when option                     

     for partial plume height terrain adjustment                

     is selected -- MCTADJ=3)     

     (PPC(6))                  Stability Class :  A     B     C     D     E     F      

    Default  PPC : .50,  .50,  .50,  .50,  .35,  .35     

   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---     

 !  PPC = 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.35, 0.35 !  

                  

     Slug-to-puff transition criterion factor                   

     equal to sigma-y/length of slug                            

     (SL2PF) Default: 10.        ! SL2PF = 5.0 !         

                  

     Puff-splitting control variables ------------------------  

                  

       VERTICAL SPLIT    

       --------------       

       Number of puffs that result every time a puff            

       is split - nsplit=2 means that 1 puff splits             

       into 2     

       (NSPLIT)                            Default:   3        ! NSPLIT =  3  !        

                  

       Time(s) of a day when split puffs are eligible to        

       be split once again; this is typically set once          

       per day, around sunset before nocturnal shear develops.  

       24 values: 0 is midnight (00:00) and 23 is 11 PM (23:00) 

       0=do not re-split    1=eligible for re-split             

       (IRESPLIT(24))                      Default:  Hour 17 = 1                       

       !  IRESPLIT = 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0 !                 

                  

       Split is allowed only if last hour's mixing              

       height (m) exceeds a minimum value                       

       (ZISPLIT)                           Default: 100.       ! ZISPLIT = 100.0 !     

                  

       Split is allowed only if ratio of last hour's            

       mixing ht to the maximum mixing ht experienced           

       by the puff is less than a maximum value (this           

       postpones a split until a nocturnal layer develops)      

       (ROLDMAX)                           Default: 0.25       ! ROLDMAX = 0.25 !      
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       HORIZONTAL SPLIT  

       ----------------  

       Number of puffs that result every time a puff            

       is split - nsplith=5 means that 1 puff splits            

       into 5     

       (NSPLITH)                           Default:   5        ! NSPLITH =  5  !       

                  

       Minimum sigma-y (Grid Cells Units) of puff               

       before it may be split     

       (SYSPLITH)                          Default:  1.0       ! SYSPLITH = 1.0 !      

                  

       Minimum puff elongation rate (SYSPLITH/hr) due to        

       wind shear, before it may be split                       

       (SHSPLITH)                          Default:  2.        ! SHSPLITH = 2.0 !      

                  

       Minimum concentration (g/m^3) of each                    

       species in puff before it may be split                   

       Enter array of NSPEC values; if a single value is        

       entered, it will be used for ALL species                 

       (CNSPLITH)                          Default:  1.0E-07   ! CNSPLITH = 1.0E-07 !  

                  

     Integration control variables ------------------------     

                  

       Fractional convergence criterion for numerical SLUG      

       sampling integration       

       (EPSSLUG)                           Default:   1.0e-04  ! EPSSLUG = 1.0E-04 !   

                  

       Fractional convergence criterion for numerical AREA      

       source integration         

       (EPSAREA)                           Default:   1.0e-06  ! EPSAREA = 1.0E-06 !   

                  

       Trajectory step-length (m) used for numerical rise       

       integration       

       (DSRISE)                            Default:   1.0      ! DSRISE = 1.0 !        

                  

       Boundary Condition (BC) Puff control variables ------------------------         

                  

       Minimum height (m) to which BC puffs are mixed as they are emitted              

       (MBCON=2 ONLY).  Actual height is reset to the current mixing height            

       at the release point if greater than this minimum.       

       (HTMINBC)                           Default:   500.     ! HTMINBC = 500.0 !     

                  

       Search radius (km) about a receptor for sampling nearest BC puff.               

       BC puffs are typically emitted with a spacing of one grid cell                  

       length, so the search radius should be greater than DGRIDKM.                    

       (RSAMPBC)                           Default:   10.      ! RSAMPBC = 15.0 !      

                  

       Near-Surface depletion adjustment to concentration profile used when            

       sampling BC puffs?         

       (MDEPBC)                            Default:   1        ! MDEPBC =  0  !        

          0 = Concentration is NOT adjusted for depletion       

          1 = Adjust Concentration for depletion                           

!END!             

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                 

INPUT GROUPS: 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d -- Point source parameters     

--------------------------------            

---------------   

Subgroup (13a)    

---------------                  

     Number of point sources with 

     parameters provided below      (NPT1)  No default  !  NPT1 =  6  !                

                  

     Units used for point source  

     emissions below                (IPTU)  Default: 1  !  IPTU =   1  !               

           1 =        g/s         
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           2 =       kg/hr        

           3 =       lb/hr        

           4 =     tons/yr        

           5 =     Odour Unit * m**3/s  (vol. flux of odour compound)                  

           6 =     Odour Unit * m**3/min                        

           7 =     metric tons/yr 

                  

     Number of source-species     

     combinations with variable   

     emissions scaling factors    

     provided below in (13d)        (NSPT1) Default: 0  !  NSPT1 =  0  !               

                  

     Number of point sources with 

     variable emission parameters 

     provided in external file      (NPT2)  No default  !  NPT2 =  0  !                

                  

     (If NPT2 > 0, these point    

     source emissions are read from                             

     the file: PTEMARB.DAT)       

                  

!END!                          

---------------   

Subgroup (13b)    

---------------   

        a                         

          POINT SOURCE: CONSTANT DATA                           

          -----------------------------                         

         b          c    

  Source       X         Y       Stack    Base     Stack    Exit  Exit    Bldg.  Emission     

   No.     Coordinate Coordinate Height Elevation Diameter  Vel.  Temp.   Dwash   Rates       

              (km)      (km)       (m)      (m)       (m)  (m/s) (deg. K)              

  ------   ---------- ---------- ------  ------   -------- ----- -------- ----- --------      

                  

1 ! SRCNAM = BARDA1 ! 

1 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       0,     750,   20,   1.0, 1200, 0.,         51000 ! 

!END! 

2 ! SRCNAM = BARDA2 ! 

2 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       20,     750,   20,   12.0, 1200, 0.,       459000 ! 

!END! 

3 ! SRCNAM = BARDA3 ! 

3 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       100,     750,   20,   0.01, 1200, 0.,       0 ! 

!END! 

4 ! SRCNAM = BARDA4 ! 

4 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       300,     750,   20,   0.01, 1200, 0.,       0 ! 

!END! 

5 ! SRCNAM = BARDA5 ! 

5 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       800,     750,   20,   0.01, 1200, 0.,       0 ! 

!END! 

6 ! SRCNAM = BARDA6 ! 

6 ! X    =  602.793, 485.305,       2000,     750,   20,  0.01, 1200, 0.,        0 ! 

!END! 

--------                     

    a             

     Data for each source are treated as a separate input subgroup                     

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

                  

     SRCNAM  is a 12-character name for a source                

             (No default)         

     X       is an array holding the source data listed by the column headings         

             (No default)         

     SIGYZI  is an array holding the initial sigma-y and sigma-z (m)                   

             (Default: 0.,0.)     

     FMFAC   is a vertical momentum flux factor (0. or 1.0) used to represent          

             the effect of rain-caps or other physical configurations that             

             reduce momentum rise associated with the actual exit velocity.            

             (Default: 1.0  -- full momentum used)              
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     ZPLTFM  is the platform height (m) for sources influenced by an isolated          

             structure that has a significant open area between the surface            

             and the bulk of the structure, such as an offshore oil platform.          

             The Base Elevation is that of the surface (ground or ocean),              

             and the Stack Height is the release height above the Base (not            

             above the platform).  Building heights entered in Subgroup 13c            

             must be those of the buildings on the platform, measured from             

             the platform deck.  ZPLTFM is used only with MBDW=1 (ISC                  

             downwash method) for sources with building downwash.                      

             (Default: 0.0)       

                  

    b             

     0. = No building downwash modeled                          

     1. = Downwash modeled for buildings resting on the surface 

     2. = Downwash modeled for buildings raised above the surface (ZPLTFM > 0.)        

     NOTE: must be entered as a REAL number (i.e., with decimal point)                 

                  

    c             

     An emission rate must be entered for every pollutant modeled.                     

     Enter emission rate of zero for secondary pollutants that are                     

     modeled, but not emitted.  Units are specified by IPTU     

     (e.g. 1 for g/s).      

---------------   

Subgroup (13c)    

---------------   

           BUILDING DIMENSION DATA FOR SOURCES SUBJECT TO DOWNWASH                     

           -------------------------------------------------------                     

Sourcea           

 No.       Effective building height, width, length and X/Y offset (in meters)         

           every 10 degrees.  LENGTH, XBADJ, and YBADJ are only needed for             

           MBDW=2 (PRIME downwash option)                       

------     --------------------------------------------------------------------        

 1    * SRCNAM  =   1 *  

 1    * HEIGHT  =  50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,                       

                   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,                       

                   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,                       

                   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,                       

                   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,                       

                   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0,   50.0 *                      

 1    * WIDTH  =   62.26,   72.64,   80.8,   86.51,   89.59,   89.95,                  

                   87.58,   82.54,   75.0,   82.54,   87.58,   89.95,                  

                   89.59,   86.51,   80.8,   72.64,   62.26,   50.0,                   

                   62.26,   72.64,   80.8,   86.51,   89.59,   89.95,                  

                   87.58,   82.54,   75.0,   82.54,   87.58,   89.95,                  

                   89.59,   86.51,   80.8,   72.64,   62.26,   50.0 *                  

 1  *  LENGTH =  82.54,  87.58,  89.95,  89.59,  86.51,  80.80, 

                 72.64,  62.26,  50.00,  62.26,  72.64,  80.80, 

                 86.51,  89.59,  89.95,  87.58,  82.54,  75.00, 

                 82.54,  87.58,  89.95,  89.59,  86.51,  80.80, 

                 72.64,  62.26,  50.00,  62.26,  72.64,  80.80, 

                 86.51,  89.59,  89.95,  87.58,  82.54,  75.00 *                       

 1  *  XBADJ =  -47.35, -55.76, -62.48, -67.29, -70.07, -70.71, 

                -69.21, -65.60, -60.00, -65.60, -69.21, -70.71, 

                -70.07, -67.29, -62.48, -55.76, -47.35, -37.50, 

                -35.19, -31.82, -27.48, -22.30, -16.44, -10.09, 

                 -3.43,   3.34,  10.00,   3.34,  -3.43, -10.09, 

                -16.44, -22.30, -27.48, -31.82, -35.19, -37.50 *                       

 1  *  YBADJ =   34.47,  32.89,  30.31,  26.81,  22.50,  17.50, 

                 11.97,   6.08,   0.00,  -6.08, -11.97, -17.50, 

                -22.50, -26.81, -30.31, -32.89, -34.47, -35.00, 

                -34.47, -32.89, -30.31, -26.81, -22.50, -17.50, 

                -11.97,  -6.08,   0.00,   6.08,  11.97,  17.50, 

                 22.50,  26.81,  30.31,  32.89,  34.47,  35.00 *                       

*END*                          

--------               

    a             
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     Building height, width, length, and X/Y offset from the source are treated        

     as a separate input subgroup for each source and therefore must end with          

     an input group terminator.  The X/Y offset is the position, relative to the       

     stack, of the center of the upwind face of the projected building, with the       

     x-axis pointing along the flow direction.                       

---------------   

Subgroup (13d)    

---------------   

  a               

          POINT SOURCE: VARIABLE EMISSIONS DATA                 

          ---------------------------------------                 

     Use this subgroup to describe temporal variations in the emission                 

     rates given in 13b.  Factors entered multiply the rates in 13b.                   

     Skip sources here that have constant emissions.  For more elaborate               

     variation in source parameters, use PTEMARB.DAT and NPT2 > 0.                     

                  

     IVARY determines the type of variation, and is source-specific:                   

     (IVARY)  Default: 0          

           0 =       Constant     

           1 =       Diurnal cycle (24 scaling factors: hours 1-24)                    

           2 =       Monthly cycle (12 scaling factors: months 1-12)                   

           3 =       Hour & Season (4 groups of 24 hourly scaling factors,             

      where first group is DEC-JAN-FEB)                  

           4 =       Speed & Stab. (6 groups of 6 scaling factors, where               

      first group is Stability Class A,                  

      and the speed classes have upper                   

      bounds (m/s) defined in Group 12                   

           5 =       Temperature   (12 scaling factors, where temperature              

      classes have upper bounds (C) of:                  

      0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40,                  

      45, 50, 50+)                  

   --------          

    a             

     Data for each species are treated as a separate input subgroup                    

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------        

INPUT GROUPS: 14a, 14b, 14c, 14d -- Area source parameters      

--------------------------------            

---------------   

Subgroup (14a)    

---------------               

     Number of polygon area sources with                        

     parameters specified below (NAR1)       No default  !  NAR1 =  0   !              

                  

     Units used for area source   

     emissions below            (IARU)       Default: 1  !  IARU =   1  !              

           1 =        g/m**2/s    

           2 =       kg/m**2/hr   

           3 =       lb/m**2/hr   

           4 =     tons/m**2/yr   

           5 =     Odour Unit * m/s  (vol. flux/m**2 of odour compound)                

           6 =     Odour Unit * m/min                           

           7 =     metric tons/m**2/yr                          

                  

     Number of source-species     

     combinations with variable   

     emissions scaling factors    

     provided below in (14d)        (NSAR1) Default: 0  !  NSAR1 =  0  !               

                  

     Number of buoyant polygon area sources                     

     with variable location and emission                        

     parameters (NAR2)                      No default  !  NAR2 =  0   !               

     (If NAR2 > 0, ALL parameter data for                       

     these sources are read from the file: BAEMARB.DAT)                     

!END!                             

---------------   
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Subgroup (14b)    

---------------   

       a                          

          AREA SOURCE: CONSTANT DATA                            

          ----------------------------                          

           b      

Source           Effect.    Base      Initial    Emission       

 No.             Height   Elevation   Sigma z     Rates         

                   (m)       (m)        (m)                     

-------          ------    ------     --------   ---------     --------          

    a             

     Data for each source are treated as a separate input subgroup                     

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

    b             

     An emission rate must be entered for every pollutant modeled.                     

     Enter emission rate of zero for secondary pollutants that are                     

     modeled, but not emitted.  Units are specified by IARU     

     (e.g. 1 for g/m**2/s).                  

---------------   

Subgroup (14c)    

---------------   

           COORDINATES (km) FOR EACH VERTEX(4) OF EACH POLYGON  

           --------------------------------------------------------                    

Source                 a                 

 No.       Ordered list of X followed by list of Y, grouped by source                  

------     ------------------------------------------------------------                         

--------          

    a             

     Data for each source are treated as a separate input subgroup                     

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.                       

---------------   

Subgroup (14d)    

---------------   

 a                

          AREA SOURCE: VARIABLE EMISSIONS DATA                  

          --------------------------------------                

     Use this subgroup to describe temporal variations in the emission                 

     rates given in 14b.  Factors entered multiply the rates in 14b.                   

     Skip sources here that have constant emissions.  For more elaborate               

     variation in source parameters, use BAEMARB.DAT and NAR2 > 0.                     

                  

     IVARY determines the type of variation, and is source-specific:                   

     (IVARY)  Default: 0          

           0 =       Constant     

           1 =       Diurnal cycle (24 scaling factors: hours 1-24)                    

           2 =       Monthly cycle (12 scaling factors: months 1-12)                   

           3 =       Hour & Season (4 groups of 24 hourly scaling factors,             

      where first group is DEC-JAN-FEB)                  

           4 =       Speed & Stab. (6 groups of 6 scaling factors, where               

      first group is Stability Class A,                  

      and the speed classes have upper                   

      bounds (m/s) defined in Group 12                   

           5 =       Temperature   (12 scaling factors, where temperature              

      classes have upper bounds (C) of:                  

      0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 50+)                                

--------          

    a             

     Data for each species are treated as a separate input subgroup                    

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                         

INPUT GROUPS: 15a, 15b, 15c -- Line source parameters           

---------------------------                 

---------------   

Subgroup (15a)    

---------------                 

     Number of buoyant line sources with variable location and emission                        
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     parameters (NLN2)No default  !  NLN2 =  0   !       

                  

     (If NLN2 > 0, ALL parameter data for                       

      these sources are read from the file: LNEMARB.DAT)        

                  

     Number of buoyant line sources (NLINES)        No default   ! NLINES =  0  !      

                  

     Units used for line source   

     emissions below                (ILNU)          Default: 1  !  ILNU =   1  !       

           1 =        g/s         

           2 =       kg/hr        

           3 =       lb/hr        

           4 =     tons/yr        

           5 =     Odour Unit * m**3/s  (vol. flux of odour compound)                  

           6 =     Odour Unit * m**3/min                        

           7 =     metric tons/yr 

                  

     Number of source-species combinations with variable   

     emissions scaling factors    

     provided below in (15c)        (NSLN1) Default: 0  !  NSLN1 =  0  !               

                  

     Maximum number of segments used to model                   

     each line (MXNSEG)                             Default: 7   ! MXNSEG =  7  !      

                  

     The following variables are required only if NLINES > 0.  They are                

     used in the buoyant line source plume rise calculations.   

                  

        Number of distances at which                Default: 6   ! NLRISE =  6  !      

        transitional rise is computed                           

                  

        Average building length (XL)                No default   ! XL = .0 !           

      (in meters)         

        Average building height (HBL)               No default   ! HBL = .0 !          

      (in meters)          

        Average building width (WBL)                No default   ! WBL = .0 !          

      (in meters) 

        Average line source width (WML)             No default   ! WML = .0 !          

      (in meters) 

        Average separation between buildings (DXL)  No default   ! DXL = .0 !          

      (in meters) 

        Average buoyancy parameter (FPRIMEL)        No default   ! FPRIMEL = .0 !      

      (in m**4/s**3)                            

!END!                            

---------------   

Subgroup (15b)    

---------------                 

          BUOYANT LINE SOURCE: CONSTANT DATA                    

          ----------------------------------                    

                     a   

Source     Beg. X      Beg. Y      End. X    End. Y     Release    Base        Emission       

 No.     Coordinate  Coordinate  Coordinate Coordinate  Height    Elevation      Rates 

            (km)        (km)        (km)       (km)       (m)       (m)                

------   ----------  ----------  ---------  ----------  -------   ---------    ---------      

1 * SRCNAM = BARDA1 * 

1 * X    =  570.956, 459.849,    571.026,    459.989,     10,     750,       4000 * 

*END* 

--------                      

    a             

     Data for each source are treated as a separate input subgroup                     

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.           

    b             

     An emission rate must be entered for every pollutant modeled.                     

     Enter emission rate of zero for secondary pollutants that are                     

     modeled, but not emitted.  Units are specified by ILNTU    

     (e.g. 1 for g/s).               

---------------   
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Subgroup (15c)    

---------------   

         a        

          BUOYANT LINE SOURCE: VARIABLE EMISSIONS DATA          

          ----------------------------------------------        

                  

     Use this subgroup to describe temporal variations in the emission                 

     rates given in 15b.  Factors entered multiply the rates in 15b.                   

     Skip sources here that have constant emissions.            

                  

     IVARY determines the type of variation, and is source-specific:                   

     (IVARY)  Default: 0          

           0 =       Constant     

           1 =       Diurnal cycle (24 scaling factors: hours 1-24)                    

           2 =       Monthly cycle (12 scaling factors: months 1-12)                   

           3 =       Hour & Season (4 groups of 24 hourly scaling factors,             

      where first group is DEC-JAN-FEB)                  

           4 =       Speed & Stab. (6 groups of 6 scaling factors, where               

      first group is Stability Class A,                  

      and the speed classes have upper                   

      bounds (m/s) defined in Group 12                   

           5 =       Temperature   (12 scaling factors, where temperature              

      classes have upper bounds (C) of:                  

      0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 50+)                

--------          

    a             

     Data for each species are treated as a separate input subgroup                    

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------        

INPUT GROUPS: 16a, 16b, 16c -- Volume source parameters         

---------------------------               

---------------   

Subgroup (16a)    

---------------         

     Number of volume sources with                              

     parameters provided in 16b,c (NVL1)     No default  !  NVL1 =  0   !              

                  

     Units used for volume source 

     emissions below in 16b       (IVLU)     Default: 1  !  IVLU =   1  !              

           1 =        g/s         

           2 =       kg/hr        

           3 =       lb/hr        

           4 =     tons/yr        

           5 =     Odour Unit * m**3/s  (vol. flux of odour compound)                  

           6 =     Odour Unit * m**3/min                        

           7 =     metric tons/yr 

                  

     Number of source-species     

     combinations with variable   

     emissions scaling factors    

     provided below in (16c)      (NSVL1)    Default: 0  !  NSVL1 =  0  !              

                  

     Number of volume sources with                              

     variable location and emission                             

     parameters                   (NVL2)     No default  !  NVL2 =   0   !             

                  

     (If NVL2 > 0, ALL parameter data for                       

      these sources are read from the VOLEMARB.DAT file(s) )                  

!END!                             

---------------   

Subgroup (16b)    

---------------   

 a                       

           VOLUME SOURCE: CONSTANT DATA                         

           ------------------------------                       

          b       
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         X           Y        Effect.    Base     Initial    Initial    Emission       

     Coordinate  Coordinate   Height   Elevation  Sigma y    Sigma z     Rates         

        (km)       (km)         (m)       (m)        (m)       (m)                     

     ----------  ----------   ------    ------    --------   --------   --------    --------          

    a             

     Data for each source are treated as a separate input subgroup                     

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.                  

    b             

     An emission rate must be entered for every pollutant modeled.                     

     Enter emission rate of zero for secondary pollutants that are                     

     modeled, but not emitted.  Units are specified by IVLU     

     (e.g. 1 for g/s).                 

---------------   

Subgroup (16c)    

---------------   

   a              

          VOLUME SOURCE: VARIABLE EMISSIONS DATA                

          ----------------------------------------                         

     Use this subgroup to describe temporal variations in the emission                 

     rates given in 16b.  Factors entered multiply the rates in 16b.                   

     Skip sources here that have constant emissions.  For more elaborate               

     variation in source parameters, use VOLEMARB.DAT and NVL2 > 0.                    

                  

     IVARY determines the type of variation, and is source-specific:                   

     (IVARY)  Default: 0          

           0 =       Constant     

           1 =       Diurnal cycle (24 scaling factors: hours 1-24)                    

           2 =       Monthly cycle (12 scaling factors: months 1-12)                   

           3 =       Hour & Season (4 groups of 24 hourly scaling factors,             

      where first group is DEC-JAN-FEB)                  

           4 =       Speed & Stab. (6 groups of 6 scaling factors, where               

      first group is Stability Class A,                  

      and the speed classes have upper                   

      bounds (m/s) defined in Group 12                   

           5 =       Temperature   (12 scaling factors, where temperature              

      classes have upper bounds (C) of:                  

      0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 50+)                

--------          

    a             

     Data for each species are treated as a separate input subgroup                    

     and therefore must end with an input group terminator.     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                  

INPUT GROUPS: 17a & 17b -- Non-gridded (discrete) receptor information                 

-----------------------         

---------------   

Subgroup (17a)    

---------------              

     Number of non-gridded receptors (NREC)  No default  !  NREC = 21875 !            

!END!               

---------------   

Subgroup (17b)    

---------------   

 a                

           NON-GRIDDED (DISCRETE) RECEPTOR DATA                 

           ------------------------------------                    

                   X            Y          Ground        Height   b                    

Receptor       Coordinate   Coordinate    Elevation   Above Ground                     

  No.             (km)         (km)          (m)           (m)  

--------       ----------   ----------    ---------   ------------                               

     1!X=     196.265,     253.391,       0.000,        0.000!  !END! 

     2!X=     200.265,     253.391,       0.000,        0.000!  !END! 

     3!X=     204.265,     253.391,       0.000,        0.000!  !END! 

     4!X=     208.265,     253.391,       0.000,        0.000!  !END! 

     Etc.. 


